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Fontbonne goes to prison and teaches behind bars
by Amy Dingledine
Staff Writer

This place is stark and dis
mal. The air is always too hot or
toocold. The odors of urine and
sweat constricts the women's
breath. As she walks down the
hall carefully following the yel
low line, the occasional catcalls
are heard coming out of the
mouths of men who speak in
several languages. Asshe walks
faster out of respect to get out of
these men's kitchen, bedroom
and bathroom, she gets yelled at
because she is walking faster
than her esport or guard. This
place is Elmira Correctional Fa
cility in New York State.
Former part-time English in
structor at the College, Rose
Passalacqua Shapiro moved to
New York in 1998 to take a full
time job. She began teaching
Spanish at Elmira College. In
her spare time, she volunteered
to teach prisoners at a maxi
mum-security prison at Elmira
Correctional Facility. Whileshe
interacted with the prisoners,
she discovered some interest
ing things. She realized how

creative and how much poten
tial these men had in their writ
ing. She then discovered that
some of them (about five) were
within 15 credits of getting their
bachelors degree through New
York State, Marist College.
However their education was
terminated because Governor
Pataki and his administration
did not want to allow funding
to teach prisoners anymore.
They felt that the prisoners' edu
cation was unimportant. When
she learned of this, she decided
that she had to do something to
help these men. She wanted to
teach these prisoners. She
wanted to arrange all the
courses and teach the courses
that would be necessary for
them to earn their degrees. Wha t
she needed was a college will
ing to aid her by offering col
lege credit to these men.
"The recidivism rate among
the prison population should be
of concern to anyone anywhere
in the U.S. Education has been
shown to be the most effective
deterrent to repeat crime. A
higher education is absolutely
necessary forproductivesurvival
on the outside. The men I have

taught are extremely bright and
have an astonishing level of in
tellectualcuriosity," Shapiro said.
This is where Fontbonne
stepped in. Shapiro told her story
and ideas to full-time English
professor Dr. Jason Sommer.
"When Rose spoke to me
about this, I thought immedi
ately of how helping with this
would fit the College's mission.
After all, wasn't Sister Helen
Prejean, of Dead Man Walking
fame, a Sister of St. Joseph? In
fact she's visited the college to
give our convocation address.
It just seemed a natural thing
with which to try and get in
volved," Sommer said.
Sommer spoke to President
Golden and acting Dean Susan
Dunton. Both were immedi
ately enthusiastic. The College
would sponsor one or two writ
ing and literature courses for
college credit.
The first course that Shapiro
would teach was a 200-300 level
creative writing course for three
credits. She consulted with
Sommer on cours design so the
prisoner's class would be equiva
lent to the creative writing class
Sommer teaches regularly at the

College. The classroom hours
would be calculated to fulfill
the College's requirement for a
three-credit course. Rules such
as attendance and assignment
completion would be strictly
enforced.
By now, the course is suc
cessfully underway in its
eighth week. Since the pris
oners have progressed in their
learning passionately and be
cause she is so touched by their
eagerness to learn, she has
doubled the number of class
periods. They meet during
the evening from 6:45 to 9:15.
Shapiro admits to being
tired at that hour, and won
dering, along with her stu
dents, whether they can get
through the entire class. Yet
she says that there has never
been a session that lacks en
gaged and vigorous discus
sion of the readings, and the
students manage to produce
some very fine writing.
"Teaching a class in which not
one student takes the notion
of education for granted and
in which every student sees
value in education for its own
sake has been one of the most

electrifying moments in my
teaching career," Shapiro said.
The prisoners are creating
poems, writing essays and will
hand in a personal portfolio at
the end of the course that will
include every piece of writing
that they have created.
After the prisoners complete
this course, the College will offer
credit for one more class in the
spring. Shapiro will teach Intro
duction to Literature. At present,
the College's participation with
the prisoner's education will
cease after the spring semester is
over. After that the prisoners
and Shapiro will need help from
another college to go further.
"I'm working very hard on
finding ways through volunteer
teaching to re-build the higher
education program," Shapiro
said.
In the mean time, Shapiro
wants to teach and the prison
ers want to learn. However, the
prisoners have taught as well.
"They've given me the mes
sage that has begun to change
my life: What happens to me
happens to you. I couldn't un
learn that lesson now, not even
if I tried," Shapiro said.

"Immigrant Experience in St. Louis" begins here
by Laurie Christine Sitzes
Editor-in-Chief

The College's Honors Pro
gram hosted The St. Louis His
torical Society presentation on
Jewish Immigration in St Louis
on September 30 in the Lewis
Room. The first program in a
series entitled "Immigrant Ex
perience in St. Louis,"a panel
discussed Jewish settlement in
the St. Louis area and the U.S.
as a whole.
Walter Erlich,

Ph.D., Evelyn Young, M.S.W.,
Jay Sommer, and Arthur Litz
supplied a mix of historical con
text and personal experiences
to illustrate the subject for an
audience of over 50 students,
staff, and members of the out
side community.
Jason Sommer, Ph.D., pro
fessor of English at the College,
started the night off by intro
ducing the seriesand the night's
specific
topic.
Sommer
providedan interlude of poetry

From left to right Jay Sommer, Walter Erlich, Ph.D., Arthur Litz discuss
Jewish immigration.
photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

reading poetry, some of which
came from his book Other
People's Troubles.
Litz, a retired circuit judge
and arbitrator moderated the
event, introducing the panel
members and starting the dis
cussion.
Erlich, professor emeritus of
history, University of Missouri
in St. Louis, began by introduc
ing a brief history of the Jewish
Immigration. He gave back
ground dates for the different
waves of immigrants and in
troduced the different kinds of
Jewish immigrants including
Jews from Germany and Rus
sia. He emphasized the sticcess
ofthejewishimmigrants. Erlich
said, "These are men who
started with packs on their back
and became prominent." Ac
cording to Erlich they were also
involved in the 1904 World's
Fair in St. Louis.
Jay Sommer was the next
speaker. He spoke about his
life as a survivor of the Holo
caust. He discussed his life as a
boy living in poverty and of
fered examples of the hardships
he endured. Jay Sommer re
members when bullies attacked
him coming home from school

one day. They accused him of
killing Christ. A schoolteacher
named Anya rescued him. He
said of the experience, "In the
midst of hell there was still
someone who would help a
poor Jewish boy."
At the age of seventeen he
had lost his mother, and was
forced to work in a concentra
tion camp. Jay Sommer and his
brother comforted themselves
over their mother's passing by
reminding each other that if she
had not then she would have
been forced into a concentra
tion camp.
He encountered many tri
als before he ended up in
America. After escaping from
the camp he got a job taking
care of Clydesdales at a farm.
Later he was found and asked
at gunpoint to join the Russian
Army. After serving time in
the Army he escaped and was
reunited with one of his broth
ers.
After coming to America,
where he had heard the streets
were paved with gold, Jay
Sommer started night school
and worked his way up. He
now teaches as a professor of
Continued on page 13
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Steps toward research
by Shannon Marchand
Advertising Editor

On October 2, 1999 a team
from the College put on their
walking shoes to make a differ
ence by participating in the Walk
for Diabetes. The walk took place
at Maryville University inTown
and Country, Missouri. The
team walked the three- mile
course which was nicely plotted
through beautiful office parks
and back roads. The team con
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enough forall the planned events
to take place. Before the walk
began that morning the
Fontbonne team had the oppor
tunity to enjoy many of the
events the sponsors had
planned. Team pictures were
taken after check-in right next to
where the local radio station KSHE 95 was broadcasting. The
station played high-energy, feel
good music to get participants
in the mood. To make sure all
the participants were well nour

The College breaks old records

by Melanie Howard
Staff Writer

The College is breaking
records in several ways. With
this year's enrollment of 2,076
students the record that was set
in the 1997 school year of 2,054
students no longer stands. The
total head count of students
encompasses all of Fontbonne's
campuses, OPTIONS, Chrysler,
Boeing and South County. The
OPTIONS program is a major
contribution in the increase in
enrollment here at the College.
Without the OPTIONS pro
gram, the College's total enroll
ment would fall to 1,296 stu
dents enrolled here at Clayton

Campus. By having a high per
centage of students, part-time
and full-time, over the age of
25, the OPTIONS program is
able to recruit more students
who are already in the job field.
In many different areas of
enrollment at the College,
records have been made and
broken. The percentage of in
ternational students has in
creased from fall of last year by
15 percent. There was also a 14
percent increase in AfricanAmerican students this year.
This makes up the highest in
crease that the College has ever
had in this area. Last year's
record in Asian and Hispanic
enrollment was also broken.

About 23^percent of the stu
dents here at the College are
from various non-Caucasian
backgrounds. Thestudentbody
this year is the largest and most
diverse ever at the College.
Residence Halls have also
set a record with 249 students
living on campus. This increase
prevented accommodations in
the College's residence halls for
the 34 students in the special
Masters in Business program
from Althea, Taiwan. Instead
the Taiwanese students are pay
ing to live in the rent space avail
able at Washington University.
The Kinkel Center, for Aca
demic Resources, has grown
Continued on page 7
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Holocaust survivor, teacher of the year
addresses new teachers about profession
by Karen Meis
Staff Writer

photo courtesy of Amy Dingledine

Students Jeanne Bolain, Shannon Marchand, Amy Dingledine and Nayla
Gemard get ready for the diabetes walk.

sisted of Amy Dingledine,
Jeanne Bolain , Nayla Gerhard,
and Shannon Marchand, all of
whom are students here at the
College. These days "it's not just
lab coats making the difference,
it's also our tennis shoes," said
Colleen O'Mally, one of the
many coordinators of the
walk.Although the day was
overcast, the rain held off long

ished and full of energy, Saint
Louis Bread Company pro
vided a large array of breakfast
items. Everything from bagels
and muffins, to cookies and fruit
was available for the walkers to
enjoy. Alarge variety of drinks
were also provided. To ensure
that injuries due to cold or un
used muscles did not occur,
Continued on page 15

Master plan in sight
by Rachel Walz
Opinion Editor

Most of the student body
has probably noticed a lot of
changes that have been tak
ing place around the College
campus. From the time stu
dents arrive to school and are
on their way to class, they
have already observed men
working. Whether one sees
these men rebuilding South
west Hall or waits patiently
for a construction truck to
move out of the way, there is
a realization that the campus
is going through a major reno
vation. The students and staff
will be able to watch as the
amazing transformation oc
curs.
The College planned on
following through with these
renovations and changes for
over five years, but the
changes that are being made
are not easy to implement and
patience is needed from ev
eryone. Cheri Turner, Vice

President of Finance and Ad
ministration, is one of the
main people who are over
seeing these projects. She
said, "the College is going to
see over the course of the
whole master plan construc
tion and the updating and re
newal of the whole institu
tion." At this point, part of
the planned renovation of the
Fine Arts building has been
completed including the
brand new stair well and el
evator.
Anticipated completion of
some of the projects the Col
lege has planned for recon
struction is around August of
2002. Completion of th^se
projects may vary in length
of time because of weather
and other factors. However,
if all goes as planned the small
space that makes up the cam
pus will be better utilized and
the students will be learning
in a more modern environ
ment.
Continued on page 7

"linguistic schizophrenia" be
came an interpreter for them.
After translating various con
versations for the Russian offi
cials, they informed him that
they were going to send him to
the Moscow University to "en
hance his education." He found
out from other members of the
Russian Army that this meant
that they were going to kill him
because he knew too much.
Once again he managed to es
cape his impending death and
find his way to an Italian refu
gee camp where he was able to
locate his brother. The two of
them decided to move to
America after the war ended.
When he arrived in New
York, he spoke very little En
glish. He was twenty-one years
old and had a fourth grade edu
cation. He discovered the free
public education program and
within one year had earned his
high school equivalency and

On October 4, Holocaust
survivor, Jay Sommer, gave an
inspirational lecture on his life
experiences to first and second
year teachers. His talk,"The
American Teacher: A Success
Story," was a part of the begin
ning teacher program which
provides recent graduates with
follow-up professional devel
opment. Sommer's son, English
professor, Jason- Sommer,
helped to arrange the visit.
Sommer was the U.S.
Teacher of the Year for 1981-82
and was the only teacher that
served as a member of Presi
dent Reagan's National Com
mission on Excellence in Edu
cation. As an added bonus for
serving on the committee he
was able to fly on Air Force One
and was kissed by Nancy
Reagan.
Sommer offered his own life
experience as an example of
what the educational system
can do to improve wellbeing.
He grew up in a poverty
stricken village in Czechoslo
vakia with his family. They
were very poor yet very happy.
When he was ten years old, he
dropped out of school. By the
time he was seventeen, his
mother had died and the Holo
caust had begun. He was placed
in a forced labor concentration
camp where he remained for
seven months. He escaped just
one week before he was to be
shipped to Auschwitz. Sommer
hid from the Nazi army by as
suming a Christian identity and
working as a farm boy. The Jay Sommer
Russian army eventually liber
ated him and, because of his photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

been accepted to college. He
was grateful for the opportuni
ties that he found in America
and looked for some way to
express his gratitude. He de
cided that "the best way to pay
America is to become a
teacher."
Sommer originally wanted
to teach elementary school but
was told that because of his
accent it would be better if he
taught high school instead. His
area of expertise is foreign lan
guage. He not only teaches
foreign language but he can
fluently speak eight languages.
Sommer says "When I go to
heaven, my heaven will be
teaching elementary school
and my accent won't matter...
and if there is such thing as
reincarnation, I want to come
back as a teacher again and
again."
He told the new teachers to
take pride in their profession.
No matter how much the education system gets badmouthed in the news, he views
the cup is always at least half
full. "Teaching gives you a
legacy," he told them.
Those who were interested
in gaining further insight into
his life were able to purchase
signed copies of his memoir,
The Journey To the Golden Door:
A Survivor's Tale. Sommer gave
the crowd a few pointers for
achieving success. He said,
"Motivate children by letting
them know that you love them,
teach them that English is a
beautiful language, teach them
to love America and not to
shoot each other, enforce val
ues, and remain a member of
the army that fights igno
rance."
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Small strides, big rewards for breast cancer research
painted faces and created bal
loon animals for both the young
and the old, and a 15-minute
More than a thousand ener warm-up session was provided
gized walkers and volunteers by The Martha Rounds Acad
gathered on campus this month emy in Brentwood.
to help raise money and aware
Volunteers at Sunday's
ness for breast cancer research. event consisted of adults, teen
For the fourth consecutive year, agers and children. Some have
the College hosted the Alliance never had breast cancer, while
Blue Cross/Blue Shield others have survived the dis
fundraising walk known as ease successfully. Whatever
"Walks For Women".
their background, they all de
The fundraising event be- cided to volunteer for the same
ganat7:00a.m.and lasted until reason.
close to noon on October 3.
"I think it's good," said Katie
Throughout the morning, the Kassel, a 10-year-old volunteer
campus was buzzing with live from Harris Elementary School,
broadcasts from local TV and "because people need help for
radio stations. As volunteers breast cancer and there isn't a
continued preparations for the cure yet."
walk, a group of Girl Scouts
Walkers were encouraged to
danced to music provided by walk for someone or something
Y-98 FM, a pair of clowns
Continued on page 4

by Jeanne Bolian
News Editor

College links to community
like this one have already been
formed in other Colleges and
Universities. Dr. Tim Willard,
The College has added a new Vice President of Advancement,
organization to its administra said, "the Council of Regents is
tion, the Council of Regents. an excellent way for Fontbonne
This council was formed to ex College to multiply its contacts
pand the College's reach into in the community."
the community. Organizations
The Council of Regents was
by Rachel Walz
Opinion Editor

Walkers for breast cancer research congregate in front of the library.

set up to achieve five main
goals. The first goal is to sup
port the mission, values, and
commitments of the College, as
approved by the Board of Trust
ees. Second, they are to advise
the president and administra
tion in affairs affecting the wel
fare of the College. It also seeks
to assist the College in its com
munication to the community
by serving as a liaison and a

communicator between the
College and the community.
Fourth, The Council of Regents
hopes to assist the president on
special projects and finally, it
aims to support the Board of
Trustees in various areas of the
College operations.
The President and Chairper
son will appoint the members
of the Council of regents for a
term of three years. Currently,

photo by Jeanne Bolian

the Chairperson of the Council
of Regents is James Castellano.
In the future, a three member
nominating committee, lead'by
the Chairperson, will create the
list of nominees. There will be
a total of twenty-five seats
available, but this does not
mean that twenty-five seats
will be filled. Each member
may be considered for reapContinued on page 4

Makeover for southwest hall
Nadia S. Bruno
Staff Writer

Construction workers are in
the process of demolishing the
Southwest Hall building insuc
cession to begin renovations; the
final project should be com
pleted by July of 2000. Thestructure, located just right of the
entrance to the back parking
lot, is surrounded by a plywood
fence along with bulldozersand
currently posses a wonderful
view of the skyline from Big
Bend. Southwest Hall closed
earlier this year and the trans
formation is the first phase of a
master plan entailed through
Interior ofSouthwest Hall.

out the school expected to take
ultimately ten years to com
plete.
Each day of construction
begins bright and early.
Melanie Howard junior, that
dorms in Medaille Hall claims,
"I no longer have to set my alarm
to wake up, the workers are out
there promptly at 6:30 in the
morning." Previous students
'that inhabited the hall last year
have moved to either St.
Joseph's or Medaille Halls and
the faculty of the Options Pro
gram now have new offices in
the Fine Arts building.
Carol Drury of the Options
Program commented how "nice
photo by Erin Rabbitt

Exterior view of construction on Southwest Hall.

it is to have a more professional
environment that is much more
efficient and attractive, consid
ering that we work withadults."
What wasoncea chapel, will
be transformed into nine suites
occupied by four students each.
Some of the features appearing
in these suites include air con
ditioning, equipped kitchens
containing a refrigerator, con
vection oven, and range. Fully
furnished living rooms, not in
cluding television or stereo
equipment, as well as bedrooms
adjoining one or two baths also
add to the accommodations of
these suites. Students will have
use of a computer room, laun
dry facilities, and a lounge that
are integra ted into the design of
the third floor.
The first floor will contain
separate sculpture and ceram

ics studios, currently located in
the basement of Medaille Hall
in a shared room. The sculp
ture studio will possess an upto-date forge, an open furnace
in which metal is heated before
shaping. Painting and drawing
rooms in addition to an art gal
lery that display students work
will also abide on the first floor.
A number of faculty offices will
occupy space within the first
story of the building as well.
A theater complete with a
costume room will be housed
on the second level of the struc
ture. Cheri Turner, Vice Presi
dent of Business and Finance at
the College said, "the theater
will become the finest in the
area." Print making, computer
technological graphic arts, and
art studios along with practice
rooms for music students will

photo by Amy Dingledine

become available on the sec
ond floor with the renovations
of Southwest Hall. After all the
hard work done is by the con
struction workers, the new look
of the Southwest Hall will en
hance the entire campus.
Other improvements in
clude new tables, chairs, ergo
nomically correct computer
tables, and comfortable larger
chairs throughout the library.
After the completion of South
west Hall, construction will
start on the third floor of the
Fine Arts building. Over the
next three to four years, work
will be done to the Science
building creating a mirror re
flection to the Fine Arts build
ing with twin towers. "The
goal is to use the limited space
on campus in the best way pos
sible," said Turner.
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Human sexuality: The unanswered questions

by Nadia S. Bruno
Staff Writer

"Everyone wants to talk
about it, but no one will/' David
Ebenhoh, Director of Campus
Ministry, said while trying to
recruit students in the Ryan Hall
dining room to join in the dis
cussion, "Sex On Campus." The
open discussion was the first of
three events taking place on
Human Sexuality Awareness
Day, Sept. 27, 1999. Ebenhoh
answered questions about sex
based on Roman Catholic be
liefs and teachings, as well as
from his own interpretations of
the Bible. The theme encom
passing the discussion was
based on material relating to
sex a nd rela tionships. The ques
tions were to be written down
then pulled from a hat, inorder
to keep the participants from
feeling embarrassed. As the
anonymous questions arose,
Ebenhoh presented the answers
in a fashion easily understood
by commonalty. Ebenhoh in
Counsel continued from page 3

pointment, but service may not
exceed six consecutive years for
any one member. Currently,
members of the council that
have been appointed include
Stephanie McCutcheon, Donna
Vandiver, Tom Gunn, James
Buford, Peggy Ritter, Gerald
Cassidy, Mark Lamping, James
Winklemann, Tim Walsh, Bill
Walker, Donald M. Suggs, Dr.
Dennis Golden and Dr. Tim
Willard.
The Council of Regents has
also set aside an area for honor
ary members. To be eligible to
be an honorary membership,
one must have demonstrated
outstanding service to the Col
lege as a Regent and are no
longer active members. The
Presidentand Chairperson will

Cancer continued from page 3

when they made a pledge.
Many participants walked in
memory of someone who
passed away due to breast
cancer. . Others, like breast
cancer survivor Peggy Musen,
decided to walk for a differ
ent reason. "I walked in cel
ebration of ten years of sur
vival," said the Associate
Dean for Enrollment Manage
ment/Director of Admission
at Fontbonne, "I walked as a
sense of celebration, a sense
of hope."
"I'm doing this to help
women become more aware of
breast cancer," replied Susan
Bergman of Ferguson, who is
still recovering from breast can

troduced an interesting dem
onstration concerning the in
quiry of what the Catholic
Church's belief on the issue of
premarital sex. Three flowers
were used as a metaphor of
three divisions within the hu
man being: emotional, intellec
tual, and physical. The argu
ment stated that premarital sex
affects the human being as a
whole and the physical act, if
done with anyone at random,
could not occur without emo
tional ties, the more promiscu
ous a person is the less self es
teem they have for him or her
self.
Later in the evening,
Fontbonne Family Feud took
place in the Alumni Cafe. The
focus of this mock game show
was to identify how much stu
dents really know about human
sexuality and interpersonal re
lationships.
Three teams
squared off to answer questions
provided by a campus wide sur
vey taken last year. Several very
fascinating points were brought

up by the survey; including the
fact that one million individuals
in the United States alone have
knowingly been diagnosed as
being HIV positive. Other points
reveled the fact that males have
the tendency of falling in love
easier than women do. A tie be
tween two teams resulted in a
lighting round consisting of each
participant going against
Ebenhoh to determine the win
ners of the $50.00 grand prize.
The victorious contestants in
cluded Tiffany Glass, April
Hornberger, Natasha Malon,
and Sunnie Hughes. Organiza
tion of the function is credited to
Chris Gill, Director of Student
Activities/Assistant Director of
Residential Life and Linda
Wells-Glover, Director of
Multicultural Affairs. "We had
good participation in the game,
plus it was important because of
it being fun and educational
while providing students with a
chance to receive information
on sexuality," declared WellsGlover.

decide if a person is eligible as
an honorary Regent.
The Council of Regents will
choose the council's officers it
self. They will elect the Chair
person, Vice Chairperson and
Secretary. Officers will serve
for two years with eligibility for
a one-year additional reap
pointment.
The officers of the Council
of Regents, along with the
President, may establish com
mittees in order to fulfill the
goals of the council. At the
invitation of the Board of
Trustees, members of the
Council of Regents may serve
as non-voting members of spe
cific committees of the Board
of Trustees. These commit
tees include Development, In
vestment, Facilities and Aca

demic and Student Affairs.
They may also be invited to
serve on the Capital Campaign
Committee.
The first meeting was held
on September 14,1999. At the
meeting, the Council of Regents
decided to meet quarterly in
stead of only twice a year in
September and March. The
Chairperson and the President
may schedule special meetings
as they believe necessary and
appropriate. The March meet
ing will be designated as the
annual meeting. Although this
is a new administrative body,
the Council of Regents wills
most likely improve the
College's reach in the commu
nity, and therefore improve the
quality of the learning environ
ment.

cer after her diagnosis a year
ago. "You can survive this ugly
disease."
"We have to make people
aware," said Fontbonne
Alumni and breast cancer vic
tim, Debi Marquart, " I'm do
ing this for the future of my
daughter. I want to make
things better for her. 1 got this
for a reason and I'm supposed
to do something positive for
everyone here."
According to the Ameri
can Cancer Society, this year
alone 43,000 women and 260
men are expected to die of
breast cancer. The purpose of
fundraisers like "Walks For
Women" is to raise money for
education programs and ulti

mately research to find a cure
for breast cancer.
Participants and volunteers
in this year's "Walks For
Women" helped raise more than
$140,000. All of the money goes
directly to AMC Cancer Re
search Center programs. The
center, which has locations
throughout the country, uses foe
money for breast cancer pre
vention and control research in
addition to community out
reach programs.
Donations are accepted
throughout the year for breast
cancer research. For informa
tion on how to give a donation,
contact Lydia Hopkins at AMC
Cancer Research Center at 5690500.

A panel discussion was the
final activity on the schedule
for the evening. Immediately
following the Family Feud a
panel from Parents, Families
and Friends of Lesbians and
Gays (PFLAG) explained what
it is like to find out that a rela
tive is gay or lesbian. PFLAG
offers support to the parents,
spouses, friends and other fam
ily members of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender people.
Three members of the support
group, PLFAG were invited to
share their experiences,
thoughts, and feelings sur
rounding the issue and to provide more information regardmg PFLAG. One story shared
by a panelist described how her
son told her on Thanksgiving
morning of his "coming out."
The woman described and ex
plained the feelings and emo
tions she felt along with the re
lief that came from the support
group of PFLAG. "We all live in
the same environment and we
all deserve the same respect,"

she proudly stated, after ex
pressing her concerns throughout the story, The other two
panelists participated by defin
ing the experiences involved
within their lifestyle. They de
scribed occurrences by certain
people less accepting of their
ways of life and interpreted the
meaning of homophobia as the
excessive fear of gays and lesbi
ans. The panelist depicted the
PFLAG meetings as a "... nice,
safe place to meet people that
share the same problems." In
1973, the first PFLAG group was
formed in New York City. The
St. Louis chapter followed in
1978. Across the United States,
as well as in 11 other countries,
there are more than 400 chap
ters. PFLAG meetings are held
on the third Saturday of each
month at the Ethical Society of
St. Louis, which is located at9001
Clayton Road and begins at 7:00
p.m. Other information is pro
vided through the web site,
pflag-stlouis@usa.net or through
the hotline, (314) 821-FLAG.

Faculty goes to class
by Jeanne Bolian
News Editor

This semester students are not
the only ones attending classes and
preparing for the future. More
than 20 faculty and staff members
are enrolled in a series of seminars
thatteachabouttechnologyandits
numerouspossibilitiesintheclassroom. The purpose of the pro
gram is not only to teach faculty
and staff how to use technology,
but also what they can expect stu
dents to start doing in class.
The eight-week course called
"Integration of Technology" is a
voluntary program. It is designed
for any faculty or staff member
who wants to get a firm grasp on
how to use technology in the dass-

room. A few topics that will be
coveredincludehowtouseascanner and a digital camera, using
Power Point as a class presenta
tion tool, integrating foe Internet
into classroom curriculum, pub
lishing presentations on foe world
wide web and editing and pro
ducing video tapes with Avid Cin
ema, a video editing software pro
gram for Macintosh computers.
According to the program's
instructor, this seminaris ideal for
those who cannot always find the
time to enroll in a computer class
somewhereelse. "Thestaffhereat
Fontbonne really wants to get into
technology," says Cheryl Davis,
"but yet it isn't always convenient
for them because they havedasses
Continued on page 13

Stephens: Signalman, poet
by Laurie Christine Sitzes
Editor-in-Chief

The first in this year's Writer's
Reading Series sponsored by foeSt
Louis Poetry Center and the Col
lege was Philip Stephens, author of
The Signalmen. September 17
Stephens read from his works and
talked about what the poems were
written about He was the winner
of the Hank's Chapbook Contest
which allowed his chapbook to be
made. Stephens who worked for
the railroad wrote poetry that cor
responds to his experiences on foe
railroad. Dr. Jason Sommer, pro
fessor of English at the College,
began by introducing Stephens'
chapbook and by introducing the
poet himself. Sommer gave a pre

lude to the poems by discu ssing his
experience reading foe poems. He
said, "I entered the poems and foe
poems in a way entered me."
Stephens' poems are about foe
gritty work done by the men on the
railroad and foe work day. They
dig ditches, lay wires, repair struc
tures, and climb poles.They swear
and argue which was not the least
of their problems.These men
thought that they would be riding
or driving on trains but were in
stead sent off to hard labor.
Stephens began by reading
"Ditch Digging." This poem is a
general overview of the life of the
"ditch diggers." He indudes in the
poem the shouts of cars that would
pass by and anger the men. He
Continued on page 7
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Library navigates in a new way
by Melanie Howard
Staff Writer

With 50 new databases, the
new online resources in the
Fontbonne College Library are
more accessible than ever with
more advanced and updated in
formation. Both, Don Grisham,
Library Director, and Ling
Thumin, Reference Librarian,
played a major role in presenting
the new resources that the col
lege library has to offer. Naviga
tor is Fontbonne's new home
page and allows students to find
and use web base tools and helps
students navigate articles, web
sites, and reference books. Users
now have the ability to connect
with different libraries. The ac
cess is quick and easy allowing
students to find the resources
needed. In addition, each of the
College's academic departments
have their own home page on
Navigator.
Dr. Don Grisham decided to
purchase these new databases,
based on his experience with students at other facilities and
Fontbonne. Students are more
interested and get better infor
mation out of full text. Grisham
says the goal is to add special
ized pages for courses. While
Literature and Language Arts
courses are available now, other

courses like Philosophy related
courses are in the developmen
tal stage. One general database
that the specialized pages will
feature is Wilson Select. There
you can find over 800 full text
journals and magazines on all
subjects making it a great re
source for every major.
Dictionary of Art is an online
resource that is comprised of
twenty-five volumes. The access
offers graphics that are more col
orful than those found in books.
The resource also links to differ
ent images a 11 over the world .Gale
Net is another new online service
nowavailableattheCollege. There
are three specific databases that
Gale Net offers. The first is the
Dictionary of Literary Biographies
which is equivalent to 213 vol
umes. This database gives biogra
phies of different literary authors.
The second database is the Con
temporary Literary Criticism
which gives contemporary au
thors criticism on their own writ
ings. The database includes ar
ticlesand booksaboutspedficcontemporary authors. Finally, the
Contemporary Authors gives
short biographies on any kind of
modem authors. The databases
are primarily for the Literature
and Language Arts department.
Another new database for educa
tionstudents is ERIC(Educational

Resource Information Center). It
is a project that is with the Depart
ment of United States education.
Curriculum guides, journals and
anything associated with educa
tion is offered here. While it al
lows students to look for a specific
type of document, ma ny students
have complained that specific
documents they have searched
for were discontinued. With the
database causing such problems,
Grisham isn't sure if they are go
ing to keep ERIC with the rest of
the new resources. Fontbonne
College Library has a total of 50
new databases.
Thumin says that Grisham
worked actively with the fac
ulty and students before mak
ing these purchases. Grisham's
main goal is to help the students
have easy access to the resources
they need. In 2001, the program
MOBIUS (Missouri Biblio
graphic Information User Sys
tem) is an excellent program that
will be up and running. It con
sists of academic libraries in the
state of Missouri that are linked
to one system. If a resource is not
located at Fontbonne, it will of
fer a list of different libraries in
the state of Missouri that will
have the source. MOBIUS also
means that Fontbonne will have
an online catalog instead of the
current card catalog.

"Tin Whistler" recognized
by Matthais Sommer
Staff Writer

It was while vacationing in
the southof Ireland that Allison
Brock '98, former editor in chief
of the Fontbanner, received
word that her short essay "Tin
Whistler" had been recognized
by Sigma Tau Delta, The Inter
national English Honor Society.
The essay had not only been
awarded best personal or infor
mal essay for the issue of their
journal, The Rectangle, but also
received the Judson Q. Owen
Award for Best Piece Overall, a
yearly prize that carries signifi
cant prestige, and also $1,500 in
cash. Sigma Tau Delta is an
honor society whose mission is
to highlight outstanding stu
dents of English.
Her hearing the news in Ire
land was very fitting since her
piece entitled "Tin Whistler"
discusses an instrument widely
used in Ireland, the tin whistle.
Brock frames the history of the
penny whistle, as. it is some
times called, with the recount
ing of her father's blundering
attempts to learn the instru
ment. It talks about her per
sonal experience in Ireland, and
at home, with the tin whistle
serving as the story's common
thread. Brock writes at the

piece's opening "At the Mil
waukee Irish Fest in 1995, my
Dad picked up a $6 Feadog tin
whistle for my sister, Bridget,
who was enthusiastic about
learning to play for almost a
week. It lay inside her top
dresser drawer for over a year,
its green plastic mouthpiece
suffocating in dust, before my
father rescued the Feadog and
blew some life into its shiny,
pierced, tubular, metal body.
Because the instrument is inex
pensive, compact, lightweight,
and can be self-taught easily, it
is popular for the beginning
Irish musician." In addition to
it's initial publication, "Tin
Whistler" has been picked up
by several specialty music
magazines in the United States
and has just appeared in Treoir
in Ireland, a quarterly published
by the Irish cultural organiza
tion Comhaltas Ceoltoiri
Eireann.
"Allison truly deserved this
award. It speaks to the depth
and appeal of her writing, and
it's a real feather in the
department's cap. Her award
also shows how an honors or
ganization like Sigma Tau Delta
can allow a student like Allison
to gain national exposure," said
Dr. Benjamin Moore, ChairperContinued on page 14

A gambler's dream: You cannot lose at casino night
by Megan Golonka
Features Editor

Ryan Harrell walks into the
casino and up to the blackjack
table. He makes a $20,000 bet
and loses. It is not real money
and he's not in a Las Vegas ca
sino, Harrell's in the Arnold
Memorial Center and it is the
College's annual Casino Night.
The College's seventh an
nual Casino Night was held on
Friday, September 17 and gave
students the chance to try their
luck at several casino games.
The event was held in the
Arnold Memorial Center and
was once again sponsored by
the sophomore and junior
classes.
Students began the night
with $30,000 that was distrib
uted at the door. They were then
able to try their luck playing
roulette, poker, blackjack or
craps. Students made their bets
with packs of mock thousand
and ten thousand dollar bills.
Those who lost all their money
were able to purchase an addi
tional pack of money for only
one dollar. The students were
gambling with the goal of win
ning enough money to bid on
the prizes that were auctioned

Libby Dust and Tayna Rover try to heat the dealer, John Hisaw, at blackjack.

off at the end of the night.
Auction prizes included a
new VCR, a camera, St. Louis
Blues tickets, a CD Walkman,
an Adam Sandler movie pack
age, and gift certificates to area
hotspots, inclu ding the St. Louis
Galleria, Wehrenberg Theaters,
Applebee's, Bath and Body
Works, and Old Navy.
Representatives from vari
ous student organizations vol
unteered to work the tables.
Sophomore John Hisaw said he
enjoyed working the tables be
cause he likes "taking the money
and watching people's faces
when they bust." Working the

tables can be so much fun that
even former students come back
to work casino night. Class of
1999 alumni Clancy Moore was
back to once again work the
craps table, where he has dealt
to students over the past few
years at Casino Night. Even the
new Student Activities Direc
tor, Chris Gill, got in on some of
the action, taking a shift deal
ing at one of the blackjack tables.
The maximum bet through
out the night was restricted to
$50,000. However, during the
last fifteen minutes "unlimited
betting" was announced.
Durning these last fifteen min

photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

utes, luck could change drasti
cally, turning winners into los
ers and losers into winners.
After betting was closed, it
was time to count the winnings.
Many people combined their
winnings in order to increase
their chances of winning a prize.
Senior Dan Stiffler said his fa
vorite part of the evening was
"watching people combine their
money and bid on prizes." Once
the money was counted, it was
turned in and a voucher was
issued for the auction
While vouchers were being
issued, students dug into free
pizza
and
soda.
Five

"Pointersaurus" pizzas, 28
inches with about 70 pieces were
ordered from Pointers Tor all
who attended.
New Campus Ministry Di
rector Dave Ebenhoh emceed
the auction. During the auction
betting was fierce. The most in
teresting competion of the
evening was over a poster,
which went for a whopping
$875,000. Other prizes thatwent
for big money were the VCR
and the St. Louis Galleria gift
certificate. After outbidding
everyone last year to win the
VCR sophmore Dan Parsons
outbid everyone this year with
a bid of $1.8 million to add an
other VCR to his growing col
lection. The Galleria gift certifi
cate went to senior, Libby Dust,
who out bid everyone with a
bid of $1,032,000.
The auction ended with the
announcement of the winner of
the "Name the Pinata'' contest.
Throughout the night, students
wrote suggestions down for the
cleverest name. The entries were
then narrowed down to the fi
nal three, which were then voted
on by audience applause. The
winning name was Mutant
Unicorn Ulysses, suggested by
Dave Ebenhoh.
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Gray gets initiative while touring Great Britain
regularity. Gray reports that
all students, in all classes, prac
tice these skills, ata designated
"The British Schools opened time, each day. Her observa
my eyesand mind to many new tion of this process was first
dimensions of educational is hand and she found her obser
sues", says Margaret Gray, vations interesting.
Ph.D., assistant professor of
The contrast between the
education, Gray visited the Brit United States' and Britain's lit
ish schools during her trip to eracy programs is in the imple
London, April 19-24. Faculty mentation of its policy. While
from the University of Kent ar our schools are state regulated,
ranged a visit to an elementary the amount of required course
school where practice of a na work and study time is largely
tional Literacy Initiative was in left to the decision of local
school districts. Individual
progress.
The Literacy Initiative is schools have the authority to
mandated by the federal gov implement policy. Often the
ernment and overseen by peri schools leave the method of
odic visits of government in teaching the skills as well as
vestigators. The basic skills for determining the most benefi
proficiency atreadingand writ cial time of the day for the in
ing are practiced with uniform struction to the discretion of

by Linda Patton
Guest Writer

the teacher,
The faculty at Kent also ar
ranged a visit to a model inclu
sion program in Kent. Gray
says, "it is a fun school; the
children were so accepting."
While both countries practice
inclusion our policy implemen
tation, again is different. Gray
says she is often caught in the
controversies surrounding in
clusion practices in our Ameri
can schools, but the inclusion
program in the schools in En
gland appear less controversial
and more straight forward.
The rights that protect chil
dren with disabilities in our
schools tend to assume that the
regular educational setting is a
preferred placement option for
most children with disabilities.
This is true even if they have

The secret of Nim, not a secret
by Robert Bertels
Guest Writer
Among the many classes at
the University of Missouri, St.
Louis, students have the op
portunity to get credit for play
ing games with Dr. Gail Ratcliff.
She brought her course, an in
troduction to game theory, to
the campus by request of the
Math and Computer Science
Club to teach interested stu
dents the Secret of Nim.
Dr. Ratcliff's objective with
her game theory course is to get
"non-math students interested
in math." To teach her stu
dents, she presents them with a
math-based game, Nim. Using
poker chips arranged in col
umns (any number of columns
containing any number of
chips) she plays herself. Each
of the two players take turns,
removing as many chips as de
sired from a single column. The
objective is to take the last chip,
or column of chips.
Sounds simple enough and,
with no other information to go
on, students present at the lec
ture were given a handful of
plastic chips to play each other
with. Such is the way with her
class. "I only offer hints." The
students' job is to discover pat
terns within the game to for
mulate their own theories as to
how to guarantee their own
success every time, as first or
second player, and then to test
their theory by playing the
game. The students and fac
ulty of the college had only an
hour to do what Dr. Ratcliff's
students spend a semester try
ing to unravel.
Attendeesof the lecture soon
learned that working with a

large number of chips made it
difficult to plan any form of
strategy, and starting out with
smaller number of columnsand
chips proved helpful. This is a
useful strategy applicable to
any mathematical problem.
Rather than allowing the big
picture to overwhelm, break
the problem down into sim
pler parts. Solving those parts
simplifies the problem as a
whole, simplifying the process.
With regard to mathematics,
Dr. Ratcliff felt that "in half an
hour you could be down the
rabbit hole or though the look
ing glass." Having a plan of
actin helps prevent that over
whelming sensation.
The most basic arrangement
of chips for Nim would consist
of a single column. Whoever
goes first wins, simply by re
moving that row. The next ar
rangement would consist of
two rows, each with one chip.
Here the second player would
win. If the arrangement is
changed to two stacks, one
stack of one and one stack of
two, the first player would win,
by removing a single chip from
the column of two.
The first insight of strategy
is discovered from this arrange
ment. When there are only two
stacks, if one of the players can
makethestacksaftereach move
of the other player, success is
given.
Other arrangements were
explored. Three columns were
presents involving a stack of
one, a stack of two, and a stack
of three. Such an arrangement,
if known, proves advantageous
to a player. This arrangement,
as welf as a number of others
taught to the audience, is

known as "zero-sum games."
If a zero-sum game is located
within a larger game, by look
ing a t the arrangement as a sum
of parts, the arrangement won't
effect the outcome of the game,
and can be removed with little
or no damage to either player.
However, if the remaining
pieces are of the zero-sum game
class, an advantage is given to
one player or the other.
By using the zero-sum
games to their advantage, play
ers can remove chips from col
umns to force an advantage in
their favor. Dr. Ratcliff then
proceeded to show the audi
ence how to add. She presented
the audience with a handout of
"Nim Triples." These triples
show how numbers are
"added" together. Such addi
tion includes combinations like
1+2=3 and 1+1=0. Yes, that's
correct for Nim, using concepts
from Boolean algebra.
Within the table of triples,
patterns are traceable. Using
such patterns help to explain
the underlying math principles.
These principles, in combina
tion with the knowledge of zero
sum games enable skilled play
ers to win as they please. Any
one interested in trying a Java
version of the Nim game can
visit http://www.brandeis.
edu/sumsch/students/math/
berry_eric/nimtest.html.
If mastered, the game can
prove most rewarding for those
who like to gamble. Due to the
inherit patterns, a player could
do quite well.
Dr. Ratcliff received her mas
ters from Sidney and her doc
torate from Yale. She received
the Best New Honors Teacher
for her course on game theory.

significant cognitive limita retardation were excluded from
tions. In a British elementary' regular educational settings and
school she visited, Gray reports educated in separate schools.
that many children with sig Gray also visited a separate
nificant and multiple disabili school for special needs stu
ties were participating in the dents in which a model pro
program. However, inclusion gram for children with autism
of students with disabilities in is practiced.
Gray says she is fortunate to
this school, as well as others in
England is based on the child's have had the opportunity to
abilities cognitively and behav- visit the schools in England and
iorally to access the regular regrets that the experience was
classroom curriculum with lim not something she could have
had earlier in her career. She
ited adaptations.
Gray observed there were hopes that she can continue
many children included in a developing contacts in Great
regular school setting who had Britain so that Fontbonne spe
physical and health needs. One cial education majors who are
child had a one-on-one health interested might sometime in
aid to accompany him on all the future have an opportunity
activities because of a fragile to complete practicum hours in
health condition. Thus, chil a British school to study their
dren with autism and mental Literacy Programs.

Behrend shows off
by Erin Rabbitt
Photo Editor
The lower level of the
College's library is adorned
with the abstract artwork of
Reynold Charles Behrend. The
collection of mixed media art
work was on display from Oc
tober 2 to October 29. Students
can experience Behrend's art
work up close as well as pur
chase a piece or two. The three
larger pieces range in price from
one thousand to three thousand
dollars, while the smaller works
were priced under one thou
sand dollars.
Behrend is an assistant pro
fessor at Meramec Community
College in the Art Department.
Behrend teaches a variety of
drawing classes at Meramec,
when he is not busy as the
Meramec Art Gallery Director.
Brian Sitzes, freshman at
Meramec Community College
said, "Rennie is a great teacher
and his work is inspiring for
students to look at."
When entering the lower
level of the College's Art Gal
lery, Behrend's three biggest
pieces of artwork hang on the
outer walls. The rest of his
collection, smaller in scale, is

Work of Reynold Charles Behrend.

displayed in the walk-in gal
lery. All Behrend's pieces are
of mixed media. His use of
overlaying media creates a tex
tured effect that is prominent
throughout all of his work. The
works are textured with sec
tions of maps and in some of
the works other types of paper.
The map parts are exposed as
well as painted over. The paint
is used as a texturing device as
well making the viewer want
to reach out and touch the art
work itself. Many of the works
have bright eye-catching color
as well as white areas. The
works, especially the larger
scaled ones, consist of linear
lines or shapes created by the
paint or mapping background.
With Behrend's use of overlap,
linear shapes, and paint choice
he creates abstract work that
not only engages the viewer
with it's abundant visual ap
pearance but creates an inter
esting and textured picture that
makes the viewer want to touch
the work.
Behrend's art showing
started off with an opening held
on October 2. There students
and staff were able to meet and
talk to Behrend while looking
at his artwork.

photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes
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Transfer student takes the stage
by Megan Golonka
Features Editor

As a performing arts major
nothing could be better than di
recting a one-act play and pre
senting it at a festival of one-acts
from other area colleges. Trans
fer student Deborah Garwood
had that opportunity when the
one-act she directed at Meramac
Community College this sum
mer was presented in theGreater
St. Louis Area College Theatre
Council's One-Act Play Festival.
The festival took place the
weekends of September 17,18,19
and September 24, 25, and 26 at
East Central College in Union,
Missouri. Along with Meramac,
Forest Park Community College,
WebsterUniversity, Harris-Stowe
State College, St. Charles Commu nity College, and East Central
presented one-acts. Garwood's
one-act was the only one in the
festival that wasstudentdirected.
Garwood directed a one-act
titled "Who Made Robert DeNiro
King of America.'' This play ex
plores what happens when a
writer is confronted with comRecords continued from page 2

since the fall of 1995 from its ini
tial enrollment of 2 students to
this school year with 45 students.
Much of the increase in the
various areas has to do with en
rollment status here at the Col
lege. The athletic department
comprises more of the incoming
students every year and has in
creased to 59 people recruited to
play on the College's athletic
teams.
The Admissions teams use
Plan continued from page 2

One of the major com
plaints of students and fac
ulty is the difficulty of park
ing. Fortunately, this con
cern will be resolved shortly.
The new parking lot is cur
rently under construction
and most likely will be fin
ished around the end of No
vember. When the lot is com
pleted, there will be a total
of one hundred and forty
new parking spaces, beauti
ful landscaping and a one
way driveway from St.
Joseph's Hall to Medaille
Hall. The total cost of this
project alone will be
Poetry continued from page 4

follows with his poem "Commute"
in which he talks about his daily
commute to and from work and
the annoyances he encountered
such as nosy people.
Stephens follows with a read
ing of his poem 'True Story" about
a guy who worked on the railroad

petition both professionally and
personally. In it, a young woman
working on her second novel
faces competition when her hus
band loses his construction job
and decides to write a screen
play. They both have the same
agent, who is female, and the
young woman feels she is in com
petition with the agent for her
husband's attention.
The opportunity for Garwood
to direct the one-act came last
spring during a directing class
she took at Meramac. After di
recting a ten-minute scene for the
class, Garwood asked Meramac
theatre instructor Michelle
Rebollo about opportunities to
directa larger project. Garwood
was told she could direct a oneact play to be performed for the
summer theatre classes, which
she could then take to the OneAct Play Festival.
Garwood says the thing she
liked the most about this project
was "the freedom that [she] was
given to experiment." She had
the liberty to choose any play she
wanted, as long as the Theatre
Committee at Meramac ap-

proved it.
In choosing her play,
Garwood had some limitations
to consider. These included the
set, length, number of characters,
and what could comfortably be
staged inMeramac'sstudio space
and then easily moved to the
larger festival stage. She chose
the play because she hadn't done
anything like it before and
thought it would be different.
Garwood claims "doing al
most everything myself' was the
most challenging thing about
putting the one-act together. She
was involved in all aspects of the
play's production including
props, sets, and music. The only
help she really had was fellow
student, Brian Woendle, who ran
the lightsand sound forher. Even
though it was challenging doing
almost everything herself,
Garwood says, "It made me ap
preciate everyone's job in the the
atre." Garwood feels putting her
one-act together was "a great ex
perience" and is glad she had the
opportunity. She looks forward
to having the opportunity to do
some directing at the College.

different s^ategies that help the
College to maintain these records
or to continue breaking them. In
some cases, Admissions target
specific majors that need more
enrollment numbers to help the
department increase their num
bers according to Peggy Musen,
Associate Dean for Enrollment
The Admissions department will
do special mailings to strong pros
pects that the college is interested
in with high ACT scores if they
ha ve a strong indication that they

will enroll at the College. With
Open Houses and campus visits,
the admission staff can tell if the
student is really interested in at
tending the college. Attending
professional conferences locally
and nationally, it gives the Col
leges admission teams time to
meet with their colleagues. They
learn new marketing strategies
and research to help them do thenjob to maintain the number of
students the College has and con
tinue to recruit more.

$450,000. "I think that the
changes are very exciting for
the’ campus, we have long
needed additional parking
and the completion of the lot
will
make
attending
Fontbonne College more con
venient," said Gary Zack,
Vice President of Enrollment
and Student Development.
Southwest Hall is also
currently under construc
tion. This project is sched
uled for completion in July
of 2000. Other improve
ments for the Fine Arts and
Science building have also
been scheduled. By mid July
of 2000, a new black box the

ater will be built. The build
ing will also contain a new
ceramics studio, sculpture
studio, painting studio,
graphics arts lab and com
puter lab. In the course of
all of this, the art gallery will
be moved from the library
to Southwest Hall, as well.
All of these changes and
projects will cost the Col
lege about $5,000,000. In the
end, the College will look
better that it has ever before
and it will provide a stron
ger learning environment
through greater technology
and a modern college atmo
sphere.

who ran around yelling true story.
Stephens makes mention of the explosionoftheshuttletheChallenger.
Often times his character, Rome
would tell these stories while
perched working at the top of a
pole.
Stephensalsoread "Solidarity,"
"The Signalmen," "Human," "Se

niority," and "Climbing." He also
reads two other poems entitled
"Hangman" and "Blue Rose Ho
tel."
"Human" was written about
the dangers ofgetting hit by a train
Often ifyour back is to the train you
cannot hear it coming and if you
Continued on page 13

An appetite for change

by Gina Cuccio
Co-Sports Editor
While Christina Koenig is of
ten mistaken for just another stu
dent in the cafeteria, her profes
sional air is unmistakable and her
face worth recognizing. If there
are complaints or suggestions to
be made about the food service,
she is the person to contact
Koenig arrived at the College
in June from the University of
Miami where she worked for
Chartwells as assistant food ser
vice director. Food service is not
a new field for Koenig, who since
the age of 14 has been involved in
the restaurant business, working
in every position from service,
waitressing and hostessing, to
food preparation She graduated
in 1997 from Pennsylvania State
University with a degree in hotel,
restaurant, and institutional man
agement Koenig is replacing An
drew Willows as the campus food
service director. Willowsaccepted
a new position as food service
director at Oakton Community
College in Chicago, another
Chartwells account.
Along with the arrival of a
new director, came another addi
tion to the program. The on-campus presence of executive Chef
Ed Peterson is another change
accompanying this year's pro
gram. Together, Koenig and
Peterson run the operation, tak
ing menus from their past experi
ence, and incorporating them into
theCollege's meal plans. Peterson
plans to adhere to a four or fiveweek menu cycle so that meals
are not repetitive, but acknowl
edges the difficulty with such a
plan when preparing three meals
a day. "Menutainment," in which
an item from the menu is pre
pared in front of the students,
continues to be a means of inter
acting with the students on Tues
days, Wednesdays and Thurs
days for lunch and dinner.
One of the biggest changes
Koenig is responsible for has been
the implementation of a
Chartwells program known as
"profiles" which aims at making
the dining experience more aes
thetic by focusing the attention on
the food. To incorporate the pro
gram into the college's food ser
vice, Koenig redecorated the serv
ing area of the dining room, mak
ing the food, rather than the deco
ration, the central focus. When
she redecorated the area, Koenig
aimed for a market look, which
she tried to carry out through
changes in the serving dishes, vin
egars, baker's rack, and tiling.
'The appearance has defi
nitely improved from last year,"
says sophomore, Betsy Keegan, a
Speech-Language Pathology ma-

photo by Erin Rabbitt

Christina Koenig

jor. Keegan, and Devon Swain, a
sophomore, Deaf Education ma
jor, are among some of the stu
dents on the food service commit
tee who exchanged'ideas with
Koenig. They report a noticeable
difference in the presentation of
the foods, mainly in the form of
nicer linens and serving dishes.
Although the presentation af
fects the food's appeal, the more
important concern Koenig faces
is catering to the wants of those
she is servicing. To help deter
mine the tastes of the consumers,
Koenig met with the food service
committee, a committee made up
of primarily students living on
campus. At the meeting sugges
tions were offered as to the prefer
ences of the campus. "Eventually
I hope to weed out entrees or
dishes nobody seems to care for
and put in what everyone seems
to want," says Koenig. Satisfying
the wants of everyone is one of
her goals, though she realizes the
aim is unrealistic.
Regarding her responsibility
to the students, Koenig says, '1
have the task of ensuring that ev
eryone is eating, period; that no
one leaves and says 'oh I don't
want any of this tonight/; that ev
eryone has something to eat and
there is enough variety."
The changes made under the
new direction are reflective of the
progress Koenig hopes to make in
reaching her goals. Student input
is an important part of helping
Koenig serve the needs and wants
of the students. In her previous
experience, Koenig dealt with re
tail operations where students had
no say in the menu, but the
College's operation is different
and allows for student involve
ment Koenig encourages stu
dents to share their opinions say
ing, "I am always open to sugges
tions."
So far the students are re
sponding in favor of the changes;
"She's making an effort to meet
our needs," says Keegan who
would like to see more improve
ments but realizes the situation
demands patience on both sides.
The progress Koenig is making is
a step towards improving the din
ing experience on campus.
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Rookies make the ultimate toss
by Nadia S. Bruno
Staff Writer

One event of homecoming
week included the Ultimate
Frisbee constest which took
place on October 11 and 12,
1999 in the meadow between
Ryan and Medaille Hall.
Sophomores, Nate Brown and
Camille Jonesorganized as well
as participated in the tourna
ment. The prize awarded to
the winning team comprised

of $100.00. The triumphant
party of the tournament in
cluded Kurt Brown, Steve King,
Dan McCarthy, and Jeremy
Heggs who called themselves
"The Kregers". Defeated by
"The Kregers" were "The Killer
Bees" Betsy Keegan, Chris Gill,
David Ebenhoh, and Kareem
Deanes on Monday. The de
fending champions "Wheel
Smith" Nat Brown, Camille
Jones, Josh Spark and Jasmine
Cash played against the

"Optimistics" Tom Hayes, John
Bauer, Stephen Hoffman, and
BJ Weber. "We lost because the
sun glared in our eyes" Bauer
said optimistically. "We played
hard but we just could not beat
them" said Betsy Keegan
proudly.
Dan McCarthy noticed the
people gathered in the meadow
and quickly decided to form a
team thatultimately became the
Students get in on the fun at the Ultimate Frisbee Tournament.
winners. Kurt Brown never
Continued on page 11

photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

"Phantom Menace seen on campus after desert then dinner
by Amy Dingledine
Staff Writer

No calliope or bells and no
truck with clown faces and bal
loons to alert students of ice
cream; only the voices of Emily
Bickel, senior, and Lisa Magee,
junior, yelling, Free ice-cream
over here, free ice-cream! It's
Homecoming week, it's nice

Styrofoam bowls, plastic plentiful.
spoons, three fat round tubs of
"There was a better turnout
ice cream and seven sweet top than I expected. People seemed
pings. After one waited their to be enjoying the ice cream
turn in line and finally reached because most of it is gone,"
the cold treat, decisions had to Bickel said. Around one
be made. Would one want to o'clock, the white tablecloth
scoop chocolate, strawberry or was not white anymore, but
vanilla into their bowl? How splattered with butterscotch,
would they top off their treat? chocolate and strawberry
Would it be with butterscotch, sauce. Scattered toppings stuck
to the sauces and the unused
Styrofoam bowls had blown
onto the grass. The ice cream
scoop handles were sticky and
had served their purpose. The
tubs were empty and it was
time to clean up.
Food seemed to be a theme
at the Homecoming events this
yearbecausea no ther even t wa s
pizza and movie night. Thurs
day at 9:00 p.m., students gath
ered outside in front of the li
brary doors for dinner and a
movie. Before the movie, stu
dents devoured five pepperoni,
two sausage and one cheese
pizza from Pointers. Cans of
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, and Moun
tain Dew washed down the din
ner. The soda cans hinted what
movie would be showing.
Characters from Star Wars Epi
sode 1, The Phantom Menace
were pictured on the cans.

"I wanted a popular movie
that was a hit in the summer.
The movies that we're trying to
get are not in the theatre any
more but you can't go to Block
buster and rent them yet either,"
Director of Student Activities
Chris Gill said.
At 9:45, it was time to start
the movie reels rolling. Stu
dents made their way to the
Lewis Room of the library.
"This was the first time we
used the library. We wanted
the library becaus^ had the
atre seating, a big screen and
we were able to make it dark,"
Chapman said.
The library, known for being
a peaceful and quiet environ
ment was about to change for
the evening. As everyone took
their seats, the room was filled
with loud chatting and laugh
ing. Students were restless
about getting the movie started.
'C'mon, turn it on,' coming from
the students. When the movie
did fill the screen, there was no
sound from the movie, only
sounds of Turn it up. We can't
hear,' students said. Gill fixed
the problem by turning up the
speakers and finally eyes were
glued to the screen.
T like the movie, it's good

but I've already seen it.
Everybody's having a good time
and enjoying the movie. The
only thing missing is popcorn
but you can't have food in the
library," Sophomore April
Carlson said.
Approximately 50 students
occupied the cushioned chairs
in the theatre.
'This is a good turnout and
we were really pleased that we
had this kind of numbers. The
only thing missing was pop
corn and movie trivia,"
Chapman said.
Since there was such a big
turnout, Gill wants to have more
movie nights during the school
year. "We're going to try and
get Austin Powers the Spy Who
Shagged Me and Rocky Horror
Picture Show. I want to encour
age students to come to these
movies. We're gonna advertise
movie night with flyers around
the campus and of course with
the Fontbanner," he said.
Both the ice cream social and
movie night put smiles on
everyone's faces and filled
everyone's stomachs. With all
of the free food and entertain
ment, it makes one wish every
week were like Homecoming
week.

photo by Amy Dingledine

April Hornberger and Tiffany Celass enjoy their "FREE" ice cream.

outside, you can't go wrong!'
Seniors Emily Bickel and
Jennifer Chapman, Co-Social
Events Cha i rpersons for the Stu
dent Government Association
organized the ice-cream social
that was held on October 13 at
noon under the trees at Medaille
Meadow.
"We needed a lunch time
activity and everybody loves ice
cream. Even though it was Oc
tober, it was still a good day for
ice cream. Maybe the wind
could have not been so strong
though," Bickel said.
A table covered with a white
tablecloth was stacked with

chocolate or strawberry sauce,
chocolate chips, marshmal
lows, nuts or colored sprinkles?
Sophomore Tiffany Glass filled
her bowl with strawberry and
loaded her three scoops with
strawberry
sauce
and
sprinkles.
"I think the ice cream is de
licious and it's a beautiful day
to eat ice cream. I only wish
they would have had pralines
and cream," Glass said.
Even though the cool wind
blew and instantly put goose
bumps on the exposed legs and
arms of some students and fac
ulty, the overall turnout was

Afterfree pizza and soda, students enjoyed ‘‘Star Wars Episode 1, The Phantom Menace " in the Lewis room.
photo by Chris Gill
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Blond afro wins Mr. Fontbonne title Honored at dinner
by Erin Drexler
Staff Writer

From the blonde afros to
riverdancing, Mr. Fontbonne
pu lied ou t all the stops this year.
The Miss America pageant has
nothing on these studly, all out
talented contestants. The night
was full of excitement while the
audiencea waited withmuchanticipation and the contestants
waited back stage wondering if
they were going to be the next
Mr. Fontbonne. The college spirit
was strong this year and it
showed by the number of con
testants who participated in the
contest. All candidates were
more than qualified to be Mr.
Fontbonne, but unfortunately
there can only be one winner.
The candidates were Mike Wake,

ing the old standard version of
"Heart and Soul," Darius Knox
and Dave Walters used their cre
ative side to recite poems to share
with the audience. Bryan Smith
showed off his impersonation of
Ike Turner while dancing to the
song "Proud Mary" and Kurt
Brown stunned the entire audi
ence when he attempted to put
43 pencils in his hair and suc
ceeded within in a matter of min
utes.
The Griffin Girls played the
major role organizing the contest
and worked hard to make sure
everyone had a good time. Dur
ing each intermission, the girls
performed and sang to the outra
geous applause of the audience.
Danielle Devereux, Lisa DiMaria,
Sam Ellison and Beth G'Sell not
only showed off their dancing

This year's Mr. Fontbonne. Kurt Brown, holds 43 pencils in his hair.

BryanSmith,Tim Parsons, Darius
Knox, Chad Harrison, Dan
McCarthy, Kurt Brown, Kareem
Deanes, freshmen. Matt Hutti,
sophomore, Tom Hayes, Dave
Walters, juniorsand Chris Scholl,
senior.
The contest started out with a
bang with Elizabeth Spellmeyer
introducing the glamorous men
in their casual wear. After all the
screams from the audience died
down, the Griffin girls enter
tained us witha dance using glow
lights while the contestants pre
pared for the most difficult part
of the contest, TALENT. The
talents ranged from original to
just ingenious. Kareem Deanes
started things off with his renditionof "Joy" acapella,Tom Hayes
dazzled us with his remarkable
Riverdancing skills, Mike Wake
showed everyone how to juggle,
while Tim Parsons did an im
pression of "The Rock" who is a
professional wrestler. Chad
Harrison spiced things up with
his singing abilities as well. Matt
Hutti and DanMcCarthy teamed
up to show off how well they
could tickle the ivories while play

skills, butalso sang "Wishing a nd
Hoping" to let the contestants
get prepared for the evening
wear. All the contestants were
dressed to the "T," but the Griffin
Girls dressed up in their long
evening gowns and escorting the
gentlemen down the aisle was a
perfect touch.
After the contestants showed
off their talent, along with their
casual, sport and evening wear it
was time for the final question.
Each gentleman was asked a
brain-teasing question that
caused the sweat to glisten on
their manly brows. All of the
answers were original, not to
mention comical. When Scholl
was asked if he won a million
dollars tomorrow what would
he do with the money, he re
sponded, "I would finish off the
college's parking lot." Needless
to say the response caused a grea t
roar of approval throughout the
crowd. If Kurt Brown were a
piece of candy he would choose
to be a candy cane so if someone
fell they could lean on him for
support and he could also make
your breath smell "pepperminty

fresh." After the questions were
completed, it was time for the
judges to make their final deci
sion. The judges ranged from
professors to students to work
ers of the school. Dr. Lindstrom,
Madonna Atwood, Dave
Ebenhoh, Kathy Barnes, Loris
Williams, and the man who took
home the crown last year, Matt
Bandermen were the lucky
people to choose the '99 Mr.
Fontbonne. It was now time for
the judges to make their deci
sion. A highly intense moment
in the evening was provided
when the judges made all the
contestants come back up on
stage to have a sock check. The
judges assumed all the contes
tants would not remember to
wear dress socks with their
evening wear, but they were
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sorely mistaken. "Congratula
tions to all the contestants for
they are wearing their dress
socks," Mrs. Atwood replied very
dumbfounded. The contestants
had to remain on stage patiently
until a decision was made, but
within, a matter of minutes, the
men were singing and began
forming a chorus kick line. They
were so unpredictable all night;
there was no reason to stop now.
The second runner up was
Bryan Smith who looked stag
gering in his double-breasted suit
and slick black shoes impressed
everyone with his impersonation
of Ike Turner while performing
"Proud Mary." He could not
have done it by himself though.
He had two Ikettes as his back
up singers to add to all the excite
ment. The first runner up was
Dave Walters who was a knock
out in his light sweater vest and
khaki pants and was able to quiet
the audience by reading a poem
he had written for his parents.
But the ultimate dresser, the
champion of talents was Kurt
Brown. His sport wear stunned
Continued on page 11

by Matthias Sommer
Staff Writer

Fontbonne College has its
roots in the efforts of The Sisters
of St. Joseph; an order founded
almost 350 years ago. This sis
terhood, as stated in the College's
mission statement, has been de
voted to quality, respect, diver
sity, community, justice, faith,
and Catholic presence has af
fected the Fontbonne commu
nity to this very day. In this
tradition, Fontbonne honored at
its October 14, 1999 Founder's
Day Dinner seven recipients
who embody these qualities.
Wendy Wise Carter presided
over the ceremony, with remarks
and the presentation of the
awards by President Golden.
The first honoree was Anne
Niemeier Clifford '59, for dis
tinguished service in second
ary education, who devoted
thirty years to the St. Joseph's
Academy in St. Louis, where
she has served on the advisory
board, as director of admissions,
and as a college counselor. Mrs.
Niemeier has also been active
in community service at the
Hosea House, where she has
served on the board of directors
since 1980, and was president
from 1986 to 1989. From 1990 to
1999 Mrs. Niemeier served as a
member of Fontbonne College's
Board of Trustees. Currently,
she serves on St. Joseph's Advi
sory Board, and St. Louis
LTni versity's Admissions Coun
cilor Board.
Kathleen and P. Scott
Hummel, Founders of Our
Little Haven, a foundation es
tablished for the treatment of
drug exposed, HIV impacted,
abused or neglected children
ages birth through five, were
honored for service to under
privilegedchildren. The couple
was able to achieve their vision
by "abandoning all burdens to
Jesus," and getting support
from the community in dona
tions and volunteers. Since
1993, Our Little Haven has ben
efited more that 100 children.
Of these children, 85 percent
have been determined cured by
medical standards. Currently,
Mr. Hummel runs the adminis
trative and financial aspects of
Our Little Haven, while Mrs.
Hummel is the therapeutic di
rector.
Rabbi Robert P. Jacobs was
honored for his distinguished
service in interfaith activities.
Oft described as a "human
bridge," Rabbi Jacobs has
served on the Interfaith Part
nership Board, as president of
the Interfaith Clergy Council,
and many on other interfaith

organizations. "The embodi
ment of interfaith dialogue and
cooperation," as called by the
director of the St. Louis
Archdiocesan Office for Ecu
menical and Interreligous Af
fairs, Rabbi Jacobs has claimed
his interfaith experiences have
"brought a new world of wis
dom and beauty." In the face of
an increasingly diverse
America Rabbi Jacobs warned
that "we have to know differ
ences as never before, and we
have to have the courage to
greet them with respect."
Dr.
Mary
Martin
Schenkenberg '75, honored for
distinguished service in second
ary education, has a long list of
contribution to her field. Dr.
Schenkenberg, a English
teacher for 15 years, advanced
to Nerinx Hall English Depart
ment head in 1980, director of
academic affairs in 1991, and
was named principal in 1994.
Dr. Schenkenberg has contrib
uted many articles on
technology's role in education,
and led Nerinx Hall to national
recognition for its successful in
tegration of technology into the
curriculum.
Artist Rudolf Torrini, hon
ored for distinguished service
in art, was the artist commis
sioned by the Archdiocese of
St. Louis to sculpt in honor of
Pope John Paul Il's visit to St.
Louis. Mr. Torrini, professor
emeritus of fine arts art
Fontbonne College, has work
featured in religious and gov
ernment buildings all over St.
Louis, and has work in collec
tions all over the world. He
honored
KnighthoodCommendatore Al Merito Della
Republica by the Republic of
Italy in 1977. Mr. Torrini says
that his interest "is in man di
vested of his technological ex
tensions—the universal man
who is the same essential being
as Adam, Abraham, or
Einstein." Among other things,
Mr. Torrini is currently work
ing on a sculpture that conveys
the Fontbonne tradition and
heritage in higher education.
Gloria Waters White, recog
nized for distinguished service
in community betterment, has
a long history of volunteer ser
vice in the St. Louis area. Mrs.
White retired as Vice ChancellorofHumanResourcesinl997,
after serving various adminis
trative functions for over 30
years. She has volunteered and
worked for many organiza
tions, including Habitat For Hu
manity, The Central Institute
for the Deaf, The St. Louis Sym
phony, The Links, and Delta
Continued on page 11
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On stage and in audience, alumni remember the millennium
by Erin Drexler
Staff Writer

There was much anticipa
tion for Homecoming week, not
only for the students but the
Alumni as well. The College
Alumni attended a mass fol
lowed by their Alumni reunion
dinner. The reunion was a spe
cial day, but even more so for
the class of 1949 because it was
their50th college reunion. Most
alumni came to watch but some
participated in the Musical Re
vue directed by Darlene Diel
1994, the Vice President of the
college's Alumni Association
Board of Directors.
The revue was called "Mil
lennium Eve in St. Louis" be
cause this was the last alumni
show before the new millen
nium. The revue consisted of
popular songs from the 1920s
to the 1990s. The night's excite
ment caused a bit of chaos backstage before the show began.
Megan Golanka, junior, said
"We have been rehearsing for
six weeks every Thursday and
sometimes Tuesdays as well.
Darlene really put a lot of effort
into this show." All the hard
work was apparent in how well
the show went. The crowd was
very enthusiastic as the show
presented popular songs that

had made history in the music
industry. Whether it was "Mr.
Sandman" taking the audience
back to the day when they sat in
the neighborhood diner with
the greasers and the girls in
poodle skirts, or songs of the
1970s, when bell bottoms were
the latest fad and "YMCA"
played constantly on the radio.
Music has implanted memories

George 1989, Mitch Hanneken
1952, Eileen Madden 1996,
Anne Sheahan-Marret 1991,
who is also the co-director,
Rosemary Pickle 1961, Ginny
Schrappenl965. The Diel fam
ily had much to contribute be
cause many family members
were in the play including par
ents Charlie and Marilyn, chil
dren Darlene, Nathan, Chris,

in people's minds that are diffi
cult to forget. Later, Diel joined
with her cast and crew and took
the audience back to when the
Charleston was the favorite
dance, and everybody was "In
the Mood."
The alumni that joined Diel
in the musical were Marilyn
Diel 1965, Nathan Diel 1995,
Joan Gagnepain 1963, Darren

Dr. Dennis Golden dances in his bright purple suit at the annual alumni musical.
photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

and Linda. All sang in the
musical. When Nathan was
asked why he came back to
Fontbonne to do a play, he said,
"My sister's the director and
my whole family is in it, why
wouldn't I come back?"
Among the cast and crew were
talented students from
Fontbonne and other local col
leges.
Next, the planned musical
began with the entire ensemble
doing their rendition of "Sing
ing in the Rain." Not only did
it look like the cast was having
a good time, but the audience
was mesmerized the minute
the show began. Monica
Golden participated in the
play, but said her toughest job
was trying to get Dr. Dennis
Golden, President of the col
lege, to be part of the fun. Yet
he got in the spirit, showing
the crowd how "In the Mood"
he could get, by doing the jit
terbug as it would have been
done in the 1940's.
A well directed play ended
with an all out singing perfor
mance by the entire ensemble,
singing the "Fontbonne Song."
The cast and crew received an
overwhelming round of ap
plause from an excited audi
ence on the eve of the millen
nium.

Men and women play to win at Homecoming games
by Shannon Marchand
Advertising Editor
Saturday October 16 the
College's homecoming soccer
games took place. The teams
decided to dedicate this day as

played Greenville College.
Both of the games were played
at the Soccer Park in Fenton,
the College's home field. While
both teams played a remark
able game, the men's soccer
team was not able to pull off a

Team members try to out hustle their opponents down the field.
photo by Erin Rabbitt

Parent's Day. The beautiful day
brought out a good number of
fans and parents to cheer on the
Griffins. The women's soccer
team played Midway College
and the men's soccer team

victory. The lady Griffins
walked away with a 4 - 0 win
while the men were suffered a
3 -1 loss.
The lady Griffins' win was a
result of a contribution by ev

eryone on the field. From the
long, strong throw-ins by
Mandy Drury, to the aggres
siveness of Leigh - Ann
Batterton and Sarah Tobias,
who together shared the shut
out. Carolyn Banner, Erin
Drexler, Trisha Gardner, Becky
Jamison, and Cherri Nahlik did
an excellent job of defending
the goal and at the same time
came out of the backfield to give
support to the offense. Yolanda
Curry, Jerri Nahlik, and Jill
Sullentrop along with the rest
of the offensive team did their
share to put the ball in the back
of the net.
The lady Griffins out-shot,
outplayed, and shutout their
opponents. Ten minutes into
the first half, Rebecca Novak
played a through ball to the feet
of Cherri Nahlik. Cherri Nahlik
then shot the ball off her left
foot, scoring the first goal of the
game. Fontbonne's second goal
was the result of a comer kick
by Cherri Nahlik. The ball
found the back of the net after
Jerri Nahlik headed the ball
through the back door. This
gave the Griffins a lead of 2-0.
The fancy footwork of Jerri

Nahlik allowed her to get
through several of Midway's
defenders and make a perfect
pass to Curry, who was in a
position in which she could tap
it right past the goalie. The
fourth and final goal was num
ber two for Curry. Sullentrop
got the assist after blasting a
high and long cross right
through the penalty area to the
feet of Curry. Curry then shot
the ball into the goal to finalize

the score at 4-0. Sullentrop
worked to control the midfield,
putting pressure on offensively,
and defending aggressively.
The lady Griffins did a great
job of holding Midway to fewer
than5shotsongoal. Both teams
played clean. Only a few fouls
were called and there were no
injuries.
The men's game was differ
ent and very aggressive. Many
Continued on page 15
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Diamond in the rough
by Megan Golonka
Features Editor
The students gather in a
circle. A few seconds later the
music begins and everyone
starts acting like ducks and
dancing around the circle. No
the student's are not at some
weird ritual. It is the College's
Homecoming and they are
dancing to the Duck Dance.
Homecoming took place on
Saturday October 16 in the
Duhnam Student Activities
Center's Caf' from 9 p.m.-l a.m.
The theme of the dance was
"Fontbonne's Diamond Anni
versary."
At the dance soda and hors
d' oeuvres were provided and
a cash bar was provided for all
who attended. The hors d'
oeuvres included: cheese and
crackers, meatballs, fruit, mini
quiches, and egg rolls. While
there was plenty of soda at the
dance they ran out of water to
wards the end. Also at the
dance, students were able to
sta nd under the ba Hoon arch and
get their picture taken. There
wasa photographer who walked
around the dance taking candid
shots of all the dancers.
Volunteers from the various

student organizations worked
the door. Although the door was
staffed the entire night there
were two people missing. Se
nior Nick Komoroski was sup
posed to work the door but be
cause of an injury he received
during the Homecoming soc
cer game earlier in the day he
was unable to attend the dance.
Michelle Robinson was also
missing from her post at the
door and instead stayed with
Komoroski.
Dress at the dance varied.
Some people came dressed in
semi-formal outfits while oth
ers came dressed in jeans and tshirts. While some outfits
looked more comfortable to
dance in than others all dancers
moved with the music until they
were exhausted. It did not mat
ter what they were wearing the
students who attended the
dance came for the same reason
which was to have fun.
Freshman Terri Lineberger
had this to say about the dance,
"It was fun. I liked meeting new
people." Seniors Emily Bickel
and Jennifer Chapman, SGA
Co-Social Events Chairpersons,
organized this year's Homecoming dance. Bickel had this
to say about the dance, "I'm

Dinner continued from page 9

Mr. FB continued from page 9

Sigma Theta Sorority. She has
also been awarded the Dr. Mar
tin Luther King Distinguished
Service Award, and the Donald
E. Dickason Award for academic
human resource professionals.
The final award recipient, for
distinguished service in campus
ministry, was Ruth Yates, CSJ
'78. Sister Yates has served as
campus minister, counselor, and
teacher, continuing in the tradi
tion of her order. In 1999,Sister
Yates received the Dr. Martin
Luther King Diversity Award
for her support of diversity and
social justice. She has been
praised for her Alternative
Spring Break program where
students perform community
service with diverse popula
tions, her creation of the Voices
of Praise Choir, her celebration
of all faiths, and her liturgical
esteem.
The recipients of the 75th
Anniversary Founders Awards
clearly merit the praise of the
Fontbonne Community, and
embody the values that
Fontbonne College's founders,
The Sisters of St. Joseph of
Carondelet, set down so long
ago. At the dawn of a new mil
lennium, let the Fontbonne
Community strive to emulate
the works of these honorees, and
maintain commitment to their
admirable qualities.

the audience when he walked
out in swimming trunks, no shirt
and cowboy boots on to show
his athletic ability. His talent
showed that you can do what
ever you want as long as you put
your mind to it and he proved to
ha veall the qualifications it takes
to be Mr. Fontbonne and show
our college what he is all about.
Amid all the flashes of cameras a
thunderstruck new reigning
king was happy to let our col
lege know how he felt about
winning this prestigious award.
Whenasked he replied, "Ifsbeen
one of the most exhilarating mo
ments in my life that I can re
member." Last year's blue rib
bon, all-star winner, Matt
Banderman gave him the crown.
When Banderman was asked
how it felt to give the crown
Frisbee continued from page 8

played in an ultimate frisbee
tournament prior to this year's
Homecoming event. Brown en
joyed playing and feels there
should be more activities
around campus. "There was
very stiff competition, but we
stuck together and came put
on top," said Brown. "The
money was the motivating fac
tor" for Steve King. Nat Brown
from the defending team spent
"months of dedication and
practice on the field" and was

The diamond dance gets moving.

pleased with the participation.
I think we had a great turnout."
The dance floor, walls, and
people's faces were lit up with
flashing lights. These included
a strobe light as well as flashing
multi- colored lights, which
added to the festive atmo
sphere. Students on the dance
floor were provided a variety of
music ranging from country to
rap to classic rock. This allowed
everyone to find the music they
wanted to dance to. Some of the
songs that had most people out
on the dance floor included

photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

"The Duck Dance" and "The
Grease Mega Mix." The music
was provided by Special Re
quest DJ's.
The tables were decorated
with white table cloths and
white glitter. In the center of
the tables there were vases that
were filled with white and clear
plastic globes making the ap
pearance classy and emphasiz
ing the College's Diamond An
niversary. Also on the tables
were souvenir bottles of
bubbles. The students enjoyed
the bubbles so much that a few

of them took them out in the
hall and were blowing them
down the stairs so people enter
ing the dance would see the
bubbles. The bubbles even
managed to land on the heads
of people below.
Everyone who attended had
a good time and was treated to
some good music. Director of
student activities, Chris Gill
summed up the night by say
ing, "I think Emily Bickel and
Jen Chapman did a great job
putting the dance together. My
thanks goes out to them."

away he said, '1 feel the new Mr.
Fontbonne crown went to a great
candidate."
The night was full of energy
not to mention great prizes as
well. The Griffin Girls rounded
up many different kinds of gifts
such as CD's, and T-shirts from
105.7 The Point, Cardinal tickets
and Applebee's gift certificates.
One of the girls who was incharge
of the contest, Lisa DiMaria, said,
"This was lots of hard work, but
in the end it was a lot of fun and
worth every minute all the ladies
and contestants put into it." A
fun night ended with a new man
who now wears the purple crown
high above his head, tangled in
his curly blonde afro. Kurt
Brown, our new Mr. Fontbonne
will fulfill all of his goals to make
his reign as Mr. Fontbonne the
best one ever.

. . . provided Friday night entertainment for approximately 40
Fontbonne students in Eureka, Missouri. Students may not have
found any needles in the haystack, but after the 45 minute hayride
they enjoyed s'mores, carmel apples and soda while sitting around
a bonfire.

glad the team won the first
game although hoped for a
better outcome from the sec
ond game.
Ultimate Frisbee Tourna
ment, a game similar to flag
football, is played on a rectangular shaped field with
endzones at each end, both
teams line up on the front of
their respective endzone line
then the defense throws the
disc to the offense. Each time
the offense completes a pass
into the defense's endzone the

offense scores a point and play
is initiated after each score.
The disc may be advanced in
any direction by completing a
pass to a teammate and the
players may not run with the
disc in hand. When a pass
goes out of bounds, or is
dropped, blocked or inter
cepted, the defense immedi
ately takes possession of the
disc and becomes the offense's
ownership. No physical con
tact is allowed between play
ers and a foul occurs when

photo by Chris Gill

contact is made. When a foul
disrupts possession of the disc
the play resumes as if the possessionis retained. Ifthe player
committing the foul disagrees
with the foul called, the play is
redone. Players are respon
sible for their own foul and
line calls. Spirit of the game
stresses sportsmanship and
fair play. Competitive play is
encouraged, but never at the
expense of respect between
players, adherence to the rules,
and the basic joy of play.
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Fontbonne's very own time capsule: The lockers
which, does anybody know if
Michael everworea black glove
because I think I found it in the
I have decided that there locker? While pondering how
should be an all-campus locker these items might still be lo
cleaning day in which every cated within our school I de
one empties and dusts an old cided to snack on the candy
locker. This idea came to me coated, chocolate covered pea
during a particularly enlight nuts but thought better of it
ening visit to the College. While when I saw their "best before"
on campus over the summer I, date was a mere fourteen years
along with my cousin Jesse, dis - ago being February 1985.
As if that was not crazy
covered something that has
enough,
months later I decided
since boggled my mind. We,
to
further
inspect the home of
the people of Fontbonne, as we
move into the new millennium, the candy which happens to be
are amongst the artifacts of an the lockers on the landing be
ancient time. No, the buildings tween the first a nd second floor
are not what I refer to. For they of the Fine Arts Building. What
are the irreplaceable monu I found next was one of those
ments that the world can be order forms that we get when
sure of even as one moves far we buy schoolbooks for the
ther away in time like humans most popular magazines of the
have so long depended on the day. The magazines listed in
permanence of Stonehenge. I cluded Alfred Hitchcock's
speak of the two packages of Mystery magazine, Humpty
"M&M's" or more broadly the Dumpty, Tax Hotline, Turtle,
and Vegetarian Times.
stuff in the lockers.
There were also the remain
Upon discovering the pea
nut "M&M's" Jesse went on to ders from the College's Music
inspect the package more Department. In depth (and
closely at which time he discov very dusty) music notes, pa
ered the writing on the package pers, and books remain for stu
which said, "Official Snack dents of another Music Depart
Food 1984 Olympic Games." ment in another time. Music
1984? That was the era of books were not the only ones
Voltron, leg warmers, and left behind. In fact, a never
Michael Jackson. Speaking of returned library book remains

by Laurie Christine Sitzes
Editor-in-Chief

that dates even further back to
1976. Now that's a late fee.
For you psychology majors,
you have not been left out.
There is a three ring binder from
1985 waiting so that some psy
chology student can study the
notes taken during some
professor's lecture that left the
College years ago.
For anyone interested there
is a 1985 Summer Course Sched
ule to look at incase you might
want to register for any classes,
though the deadline for regis
tration might be past.
The last thing I looked at

was a set of papers written by a
student that had corrections on
it. Ironically, I recognized the
professor's handwriting. At
that point I realized that even
though I was a child of the eight
ies I have some connection to
the College that dated back to
my days of listening to Cindi
Lauper, watching the Smurfs
and Voltron, and wearing "Get
In Shape Girl" legwarmers. I
suddenly felt a oneness with
the entire world for reasons un
known except the discovery tha t
I was not alone in the world as
I listened to "Girls Just Want To

Have Fun" on my pastel purple
boom box.
Despite the strangeness of
the entire occurrence I was
pleasantly surprised to find that
on the back of the package was
a guarantee of quality and fresh
ness stating, "Your 'M&M's'
Peanut Chocolate Candies are
made of the finest food ingredi
ents. They should reach you
fresh and in excellent condition.
If not, we will replace them.
Just return the unused portion
plus wrapper and tell us where
and when you bought them."
... I am off to collect some candy.

The inside of a locker serves as a time capsule.
photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes

QU0TELINE^
If you

uld add oife event to Homecoming
week, what would it be?
lb

i
]

||||

Debra Heard,
transfer student
Human Services

Shannon Barr,
freshman
Deaf Education

Scott Thompson,
junior
General Studies

Sister Marilyn,
librarian
Human Services

"A Mrs. Fontbonne contest."

"I woud want more
activities, it needs to be
more advertised. Maybe get
the departments involved."

"Mrs. Fontbonne would be
good and something to get
more people involved."

"I think they need more
time for the alumni to visit
as a group."

piled by Erin Rabbitt
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Don't date at Taco Bell
by Matthias Sommer
Staff Writer

Of humanities many woes,
it is courtship that has surely
been the most infuriating as
pect of male-female compan
ionship. The following is such
a story.
That said, let's begin the
story of Cindy, who recently
went out on a date. Cindy met
Pete through a mutual friend,
and had been "kinda friends"
for five years. Cindy described
Pete as a slender 6'2" foreman
in a construction company.
This contact was established
when Pete called Cindy and
asked her if she would like to
"do something." She accepted
for that Saturday, and on the
day received a phone call from
Pete at 7:30, saying he'd be there
in an hour. Shortly thereafter,
Cindy received a second call.
IfsPete. "Whatshouldlwear?"
Cindy decided that this was a
dumb question. They were
going to a movie, which is not a
black tie affair, beyond that,
dress yourself. Yet on further
elaboration, it became clear to
Cindy that this was not what he
meant by the question.
"What do you mean 'what
should you wear?"'
"What's the weather like?"
"You called me to ask me
what the weather was like? Call
time and temp, or better yet,
stick your hear out the door."
Already, Cindy was less
than thrilled. But Pete was on
his way. Cindy on the front
porch soon sees Pete's car streak
pass her house going west.
Soon again, it streaks past east.
And again, west. Finally Pete
sees Cindy and pulls into the
drive. By now it's8:45. Cindy's
decided to keep hopeful—he
was late, but they could still
make the movie, Blair Witch
Project, at 9:10. It is on the way
to the movie theatre that Pete
asks Cindy if it's okay to stop
off and get some food. This
was okay to Cindy. Cindy even
would have overlooked Pete's
choice, Taco Bell, if Pete had
been quick about it.
"1 hate Taco Bell. I hate the
smell of Taco Bell. It makes me
nauseous. But I figured he'll
eat it on the way to the movies,
I can have the window rolled
down. No. He parks in the
goddam parking lot," Cindy
remarked later.
Cindy explained that on that
particular stretch of road guys
and gals "cruise" trying to pick
up a mate, in another example
of primitive courtship ritual.
Furthermore, Pete's conversa
tional repertoire consisted

mostly of cartoon references and
fart jokes. Pete showed his great
love of bodily functions at the
end of his meal with an ex
tremely loud belch. He didn't
feel "Excuse me" necessary.
At the theatre's ticket win
dow Cindy strained for signs as
to whether she would not only
have to endure this date, but pay
for it as well. "One please" Pete
said as he reached the window.
During the movie Cindy
looked down to scratch her leg.
Looking down, Cindy spied
Pete's hand slowly moving to
wards her as if it were one of
Stanley Kubrick's monumental
spacecraft, unstoppable in its
advance through space, slow
but inevitable. As soon as Pete
noticed that Cindy saw his hand,
it retreated like a field mouse in
the company of an owl.
Conversationafter the movie
continued with potty-humor,
and more cartoon references.
Cindy mentioned that she
thought that the haunted house
at the end of the film was the
scariest part for her. Itreminded
her of an abandoned house in
her neighborhood when she was
young. "Really," responded
Pete, "I know a house that looks
just like that over in Illinois. Do
you wanna go see it?" "Maybe
you better just get on the high
way and take me home." Upon
their arrival home, Cindy
blurted out that her mom was
waiting up (it was 10:30 at this
point) and ran. Pete told her
footsteps that he would call next
week.
While it is evident that Pete
was not Cindy's perfect match,
the answer to "Who is to
blame?" remains elusive. With
a little prodding, Cindy opened
up a little about what she knew
about Pete. He lacks a college
education. He relies on putting
himself down for the entertain
ment of others; he had spent
some time in jail. It became
clearer to me that this kind of
date might have been expected.
Cindy remarked to me "I know
you're thinking 'why did you
even agree to go out with him in
the first place.'" Indeed. While
Pete's behavior was less than
romantic, one wonders why
Cindy was still willing to date
him. Shouldn't she then bear
some of the blame? I asked her
this and she told me that she
had just overlooked too much.
All this reporter can recommend
to Cindy and women like her is
use your better judgement. It is
right more often than not. To
Pete and others like him, I would
encourage to keep making bone
headed mistakes. Maybe one
day, you will learn.

Policy goes up in smoke

by Melanie Howard
Staff Writer
While smoking concerns of
non-smokers areonthe rise, smok
ers on campus find fault with the
limited amount of space where
they can light up. In a memo from
the President of the College dated
December 5,1995, smoking was
prohibited in areas of the build
ings on campus. There is no smok
ing permitted in the arcades be
tween the Science building, Ryan
Hall, and the Fine Arts building.
Smoking is also not permitted on
the front steps of Ryan Hall. The
end of the memo says failure to
abide by the policy may result in
complete revocation of smoking
rights on Fontbonne's campus.
There has since been a memo
from Cheryl Turner dated Sep
tember 1999 that reminds com
munity members of the restric
tions. Turner is extremely con
cerned about the health and well
being ofeachmemberofour com
munity. The memo again men
tions the failure to comply may
resultonrestrictionsthataremore
stringent These memos continue
to be distributed, but nothing
seems to have changed. Many
student smokers at the do not
Poetry continued from page 4

were working it made the task of
hearing the train even harder. The
men had to look out for trains and
let the other men know when one
approached. In this poem the char
acter of Smith did not hear the
coming train and did not hear them
yell hot rail but Baze was able to

obey the no-smoking signs in the
arcades between Fine Arts, Ryan
and Science. These students say
that it does not seem as though it
is strongly enforced. "Because
there are signs in the arcade isn't
going to persuade me not to smoke
here. There is no enforcer stand
ing in the arcades trying to stop
us, so why not It is a comfortable,
accessible place to smoke and we
enjoy it," one student said.
The student smokers feel as
thoughnothingwillchangeabout
the smoking issue unless there is
more enforcement, or the College
becomes a smoke-free campus.
The arcades are not the only area
smoking students that can be
found. On the lunch fables infront
of Ryan Cafeteria and beside

Medaille Hall, they puff away
happily. Smoking is prohibited in
the arcades, but<s often found
there, and in other areas. "If s not
the cool thing to do, but a lot of
students use cigarettes as a stress
reliever, and in between classes,
if s great that we have the oppor
tunity. Hopefully thatrightwon't
be taken away from us," a junior
at the College said.
The Smoking Policy addresses
concerns that the campus main
tain and enhance its beauty. The
policy hopes to prevent cigarette
butts and ash littered in the ar
cades or elsewhere around cam
pus. Hopefully smokers will be
more respectful of the smoking
policy, lest they lose their smok
ing rights entirely.

photo by Amy Dingledine

Smoking in the arcade creates problems on campus.

rescue him by racing down the works as a freelance writer. The
trackandshovehimoutoftheway night concluded with a time to
meet and talk to the poet The
just in time.
His poems were writtenmostly Signalmen was available for pur
in iambic pentameter and make chase at the end of the night and
useofgraphicimagesfromhiswork couldbeautographedbyStephens.
His full-length book Determined
on the railroad as a signalman.
Stephens who graduated from Days is scheduled to come out in
the University of Columbia now March.

part-time with various schools
and universities to teach about
computers and the different soft
ware programs available. Be
sides teaching this program for
faculty and staff members, she
also teaches classes for masters
students. Nextsemester she plans
to teach one of the school's first
online courses, but most students
here won't really begin to experi
ence to integration of technology
in their classrooms until the next
fall semester.

An overwhelming number of
schools and universities scramble
daily to keep up with constant
changes in technology, but many
are apprehensive and avoid learn
ing about it all. "First of all I need
to point out that I like change and
I will never really back off of some
thing unless I've tried it," Davis
explains, "I really think in this day
and age a lot of this is practical, ifs
something thafs worthwhile ex
ploring. I think ifs something you
need to try out"

Immigrants continued from page 1 thechildrenmoved to HighSchooI
education and languages at they began to mix and realized
Fairfield University in Fairfield, thattheywerenotsodifferentfrom
Connecticut and wrote his own one another. Their friendships in
book entitled, Journey to the Golden creased to become intermarriages
Door, in which he talks about his between the Jews.
Young, who works for Jewish
experiences.
The discussion moved back to Family-Children's Services, used
Erlich at which time he gives the her time to discuss the transition
history oftheRussianJewsand the the Jews hadtomake. Asachildof
second wave of Jewish immi survivors she wanted to give back
grants. TheRussianJewsmadeup to the community what her family
three generations in the clothing had been given. During the wave
factories; laborers, foremen, and of German Jews in the 1970s the
owners. While the German Jews JewishFamily-Children'sServices
and the Russianjews resented each was formed. This gave Jewish
other their children would not As immigrants the help they needed

to readjust They hated St Louis
and often times took it out on the
social workers because they were
lonelyandscared. Thesodalworkeis worked to improve their heath
and mental state and also placed
them in jobs. According to Young
the second wave which began in
1988 is much happierbecause they
have their own restaurants,
churches, and schools in which
they can take part
The evening concluded with a
time to visit with members of the
panel and to purchase their books
which weremadeavailableby Left
Banks Books.

Faculty continued from page 4

and there are classes in the lab
going on." In most cases, except
for the last two sessions, the same
class is taught twice a week - one
on Wednesday and Saturday making it easier to find time to
attend.
Cheryl Davis, the program's
instructor, is no stranger to edu
cation. She recently retired from
Hazelwood High School where
she taught ninth grade English
for 30 years. Now she works
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New computer system is worth the wait
by Elizabeth A. Spellmeyer
Co-Sports Editor
•
When passing thecompu tersin
the AMC, there are many people
killing time by talking or reading
and others who are just waiting.
They are waiting for the computer
program to bootup. While waiting,
sophomoreSaraGilliam comments
"I have timed it before and it takes
approximately six minutes." By
now, many students have noticed
the school has introduced a new
computer system in all of the aca
demiclabs. This system, Windows
NT, has caused controversyamong
students. Failure to read the litera
ture posted in every lab has caused
confusion about the operation of
the system. Although the new pro
gram will take some getting used
to, the benefits are considerable.
For students who had a
Fontbonnee-mail account last year,
itis now becoming commonknowl
edge that their account was not
private. "A countless amount of
times last year, 1 would find myself

deleting other people's trash for
them," sophomore,MattHuttioomments. This happened because

not have to worry about anyone view."ltwasunreliabletosaveany- the computers. 'Tm glad that has
else reading them, as long as they thing on last year's hard drive," changed," sayssophomoreTiffany
remember to log off.
says Jennifer Chapman, senior. All Glass. "I know last year many
people were offended to sit down
and have to see those things."
Although Windows NT may
be something that requires adapt
ability, it is a program beneficial to
the student body. Part of the prob
lem is people resist change. This is
especially true when they do not
understand why the change has
taken place.
David Imler, head of Informa
tion Technology is very proud of
WindowsNT. When asked about
thechangehe responded, "Ibelieve
Students work in the Z drive the library computer lab.
photo by Erin Rabbitt this is preparing students for the
«
future. Theworkenvironmentfaces
many people, especially at first, did
Also, students who only use ofthese complications have become changeseveiydayand getting com
not fully understand the small Fontbonne computers no longer a thing of the past
fortable with any kind of change is
amount of privacy that the previ need floppy disks. Each student
Another benefit of the new pro a useful skill to acquire." The tran
ous program had.
has 10 MB of storage space in the gram is a student can change the sition has definitely caused a reac
However, now students that Z drive that is inaccessible to any desktop to something they are com tion, but if it is used properly the
signuphave their ownpersonal log one else. With the old system, the fortable with, such as a left handed advantages are considerable. Ifstuonaccount that is accessible only to hard drive was the only means of mouse arrow and a personal screen dents have any questions or ideas,
them. Another e-mail benefit is storage for students withoutdisks. saver or wallpaper. Last year there contact Imler in the Information
students do not have to delete mes A students private papers were were complaints concerning vulgar Technology department on the
sages they want to keep and they do available for the entire campus to and offensive pictures displayed on third floor of Ryan Hall.

"It's not mommy and daddy, brother and sister anymore."
by Josh Cates
Columnist

I am the person who leaves
filthy pots and pans to linger in
your Idtehen sink. I am the one
who listens to death metal at top
volume when you're trying to
study for a Japanese exam. My
band doesn't practice at any time
before midnight; our sonic perfec
tion is reached at the price of your
beauty sleep. 1 am the one who
sneaks into your bathroom and
spirits away your rolls of toilet pa
per for my own diabolical uses.
When we talk, I assume to know
more about you than even you or
your mother might know, and I
don't mind informing you of the
fact either. I eat your food without
asking. Ileaveits wrappingsstrewn
abou t the living room floor, expect
ing you to pick it up. Afterall, YOU
bought it 1 sleep in a bed not far
from your own. I am your room
mate, love me.
It's not mommy and daddy,
brother and sister anymore. Away
at college, the people I'm living
with now, they don't amount to
much more than new acquaintan
ces, a nd all of the sudden acting like
the snotty elder son like 1 did around

Brock continued from page 5

son of Literature and Lan
guage Arts. Dr. Moore also
expressed
pleasure
at
Fontbonne's success. "In fact,
quite a number of Fontbonne
students have done well by
Sigma Tau Delta." Over the
years the organization has se

my family doesn't work. By as
suming the role "roommate," we
fake a vacation from everything
we've knownaboutcommunal liv
ing. Upon the first move away
from thefamilyhomestead, the rules
of communal association that once
applied in the old household are no
longervalid. You havetoleamhow
to associate with people as actual
people, and not as immediate kins
men who are there to provide for
your every need.
Being a good roommate does
not entail demanding a ride to the
grocery storefromoneofyourother
roommates just to check out the
newr sales this month. Remember,
rooming is a two way street, these
people's lives aren't necessarily
wrapped up with yours. They've
gottheirownthingstowony about,
ifgroceries aren'toneof them, there
are absolutely no grounds to be
insulted. It's a matter of respect,
and you'renotshowingitby trying
toforceyourwantsonthosearound
you.
It works both ways of course;
everypne you live with is likely to
intrude upon your life in some way
or another, probably without even
being aware of it Being a fair is
being aware of how your actions

may intrude upon others, and at
the same time letting them know,
diplomatically, when their actions
trespass upon you. And use your
head. Abstaining from showers is
not a viable way to conserve hot
water foryourroomie'sbath in the
morning. After a point, your mere
presence becomes somethingofan
imposition. Let's say dirty dishes
are the issue. Your housemate
cooked up a feast the previous
evening for her and her boyfriend,
but has neglected to clean up after
herself. Now if you happened to
partake in the festivities, the honor
able thing to do would be to wash
the dishes yourself, as she went to
thetroubleofcookingyourmeal. If
not, then just politely ask that she
please clean the dishes as soon as
she finds the time. If the time is not
found inanaltogethertimelymanner,just stack theoffendingvessels
ou tsideofherbedroom door, they'll
likely be cleaned within an hour of
her next seeing them. It's not the
most polite thing to do, but ifs far
more diplomatic than getting into
a giant argument over them. Ifs
not like with the family where you
can just order little sister into the
room to take care of the mess.
Being a decent roommate is

above all being courteous. If you
aren't, you'll very likely find your
self looking for a new place to live
before long. Compromise is the
key. Rooming with a someone,
espedallyagroupofpeopleaslam,
means reigning in all those small,
somewhatoffending, personal hab
its. Do everyone a favor and take
care of your BMs with the door
dosed. Toenail clippingsincessantly
left on the living room floor aren't
likely to be appreciated either. Eat
witha knifeand fork, save the finger
play for whenyou'realone. Believe
it or not, even if everyone has their
own bedroom, visiting boyfriends
or girlfriends can be quite annoy
ing. Keep the noise down, no one
likes to feel like their eavesdrop
ping when they're in fact pointedly
trying to avoid it
Another end of courtesy to be
aware of is the consideration of pri
vate property. Onoe again, you're
notat home anymore, simply walk
ing into someone's bedroom and
making off with one of their CDs is
going to be viewed as a massive
violation ofprivacy. Ifyou're living
with a decent group of people this
should beunderstocxi,butif samazing how often ifs not Of course
everyone is going to be somewhat

guilty of borrowing a bit of each
others' food, but personal posses
sions are often viewed by their
owners with an air of sanctity not
often given to much else. Do not,
under any circumstances, borrow
any clothes without asking.
Chances are there's no problem
with it, but rooting around unin
vited ina foreign dosetcanevenbe
grounds for eviction Dad never
minded it, but even easy goingjoe
over in the nextroommightha veto
take issue with the intrusion
Moving out of the old family
home and moving in with a group
of total strangers is inarguabiy a
necessary step in growing up. Ev
eryone does it, those who don't
and stay at home with the parents
into their thirties areoftenlookedat
as if they're slightly odd. Ifs im
portant that one moves into their
new living situation with the right
outlook though. Being a good
roommate allows that growth to
progress, you learn hew to assodate with people ina far more diplo
matic way than what you were
once used. Ifyouleamtobeagood
roommate, you'll ultimately learn
how to fu notion as a part ofa larger
sodetyandcomeoutamuchbetter
person in the end.

lected English students at the
College for participation in na
tional conferences, and given
scholarship awards.
Brock began publishing ar
ticles on Irish music while in
her senior year. Her work has
appeared in Celtic Connection,
a Canadian publication, Reed

and Chanter and Woodwind
Quarterly, in the U.S. and Irish
Music Magazine, Ireland's best
known journal of Irish music.
Brock writes articles and CD
reviews regularly for Irish
Music Magazine, and Rhythm
Music Magazine. She is work
ing on a book about Irish mu

sical instruments, and is incontact with a possible publisher.
While Brock does not currently
play any musical instrument,
she plans to repair an old
concertina, and start on that.
Her prize money will not go
towards that repair, as it was
spent on her trip to Ireland be

fore she knew she had it. For
tunately, literary honor is not
so fleeting. Brock is hopeful
about her future in writing,
and whether through prizes
or publication, she is eager to
return to Ireland in the near
future to continue her musical
studies.
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Cross country races for records
by Elizabeth A. Spellmeyer
Co-Sports Editor

This year's cross-country
team consists of many new
hopefuls. Six girls are on the
team including freshmen. Crys
tal Copeland and Maureen Rob
erts, sophomores, Yolanda
Curry and Brooke Roe and jun
iors, Chrissy Blaker and
Amanda Lange. Coached by
Dennis McKinney, all but one
girl, Curry, are new to the team.
'This could be seen as some
what of a challenge, but I ex
pect us to do really great things
this year," McKinney com
mented.
Cross-country requires a
greatamountofdedication. The
girls have practice every morn
ing at 6:45. Practice lasts45 min
utes, during which they run five
to seven miles. "The girls this
year are all really good students
because the discipline carries
over to every aspect of their
lives," McKinney said.
The season was off to a great
start when the team attended
camp in Madison, Indiana,
while competing in the Hanover
Classic. They all stayed in a
cabin on the Ohio River. While
at camp, McKinney distributed
matching anklets tha t they wear
at every meet as a superstitious
token for good luck. "He really
is a great coach and we are all
very close to him," said Rob
erts, a freshman on the team. In
Indiana, Fontbonne competed
against schools of all sizes, in
cluding eight out of the top ten
in the country.
Another pre-season activity
the team did well at was the
"Race for the Cure" a cross
country run for breast cancer.
Copeland broke the school
record of 21:45 at this event, but
it will not be officially recorded

because it wasanoff record race.
"Crystal has a great amount of
determination and she refuses
to lose, McKinney commented.
"She really has the heart of a
true athlete."
The season continued on a
good foot at the Commodore
Classic at Maryville where the
team placed third out of five
teams. Three of the team's new
faces placed individually. Roe
placed third, Blaker eleventh
and Lange thirteenth. "Brooke
is our best runner this year. She
comes from Eureka High
School, which is a state power
house in cross country," said
McKinney. At this point, Roe
and Copeland are the only
qualifiers for Nationals on the
team. McKinney has very high
hopes for Roe, who transferred
to Fontbonne from Meramec
Community College. She has
three years of eligibility left and
is expected to win Nationals
before graduation.
The third event was the Bor
der State Championships. The
meet is held at Forest Park ev
ery year with colleges from
Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, Ken

tucky, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Oklahoma, Kansas and Ne
braska. At this meet, Roe was
only 13 seconds short of break
ing the school record.
McKinney is very proud of
the new team and he expects
them to place at least third at
Nationals this year. "There is a
lot of heart on this year's team,"
McKinney stated. "Many of the
girls play other sports and have
great all around athletic skills."
In fact, five out of six of the girls
play other sports such as bas
ketball and softball.
' "There are many athletes
here that really could run for
the team, but chose not to. I
think we could get many more,"
McKinney commented. "This is
only the third year we have had
a team, and we are going
through a lot of growing pains,
but I see it as a season to grow
on." Three recruits have already
been signed for next year. The
school will also be starting a
men's team. The new team has
done great things so far and
everyone is optimistic about the
outcome of the remainder of
the season.

Soccer continued from page lb

of the calls by the referee were
for nothing more than aggres
sive play. The inconsistent calls
led to two yellow cards and one
injury on Fontbonne's team. Un
fortunately the men were not
able to walk away with a vic
tory.
Jason Ronshausen gave a
noteworthy performance in the
goal. When he wasn't flying
through the air or diving on the
ground, he was making his
voice heard on the field to help
out his teammates. Ronshausen
kept Fontbonne in the game by
denying one shot after another.
Dave Bauer, Brian Schellman,
Mike Power and Nick
Komoroski formed a strong
defensive team keeping
Greenville shots to a minimal
for Ronshausen. Dave Bauer
made some impressive runs
down the right sideline to cross
the ball into the penalty area
allowing for several scoring
chances. The powerful and well
placed dead ball kicks taken by
Steve Harrison and the long dis
tance throw-ins by Brad Ervay
created a number of potential
goals for Fontbonne. The tall
and aggressive defense from
Greenville did a good job of
keeping the ball out of their net.
Justin Hughey, Justin
McMulla, and Schellman used
their quick speed and skilled
ability to do an effective job of
controlling the midfield and set

Diabetes continued from page 2
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Crystal Copeland and Brooke Roe race for thefinish line.
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New Lady Fitness provided a
warm up stretch for all walkers
to participate in.
After the stretch everyone
began walking together as one
large team working for a com
moncause. Ateachmile marker
volunteers had tables set up
with water and granola bars for
anyone who needed a breather,
and throughout the course signs
of encouragement saying things
such as "you can do it" were
readily seen. The Fontbonne
team did not stop to rest, the
wonderful conversation kept us
busy. "What we were doing
was for such a wonderful cause,
there was no need for us to rest
because people with diabetes
are unable to take a time out
with their disease," said
Fontbonne team-member Amy
Dingledine, junior. The course
went up and down and around
many turns, but the end was
seen sooner than expected.
As the walkers crossed the
finish line they were cheered
on and given a bag of goodies
and informational literature.
However, the event was not
over after the finish line was

ting up plays for the quick, tal
ented forwards, including Josh
Sparkman, who kept the left
wing dangerous with a number
of crosses and attacks. Matt
Putnam also had many chances
after using his fancy footwork to
make his way through several
defenders at a time.
Fontbonne scored their goal
off a foul call by the referee.
Harrison took the foul kick and
Jeremy Anderson used his head
to send the ball to the back of the
net. Greenville's goals came spo
radically throughout the game.
The first came from a shot out of
a congested penalty box.
Ronshausen made a number of
saves, but one finally got past
him during a series of shots with
a penalty box full of players.
The second goal was scored half
way through the second half
when Greenville received a short
breakaway. A fast Greenville
forward broke loose with the
ball and ended up one-on-one
with Ronshausen. Greenville's
last goal was scored off of a cross
from the right comer by one of
their forwards.
The Griffins continued to
play hard up to the very end.
David Walters had some great
runs and shots on goal towards
the end of the game keeping
Greenville on their feet. Matt
Williams also shot a few blasts
at the goal, again showing
Greenville the Griffins hadn't
given up.

crossed. Fazoli's Italian Food
provided lunch for all the walk
ers complete with pasta, bread,
and drinks. After lunch, a oneyear membership to New Lady
Fitness was raffled off to those
who purchased chances for one
dollar. People from all over the
St. Louis area gathered together
to do their part to make a differ
ence. It is not to late for anyone
who either missed or did not
know about the walk to be a
sponsor to those who did walk.
By pledging money you can still
do your part to try to make a
difference in someone else's life.
Money raised by the Walk for
Diabetes goes to help further
research to find a cure. The dead
line for all pledges to be turned
in is November 2, 1999. Feel
free to contact any of the
Fontbonne team members if you
would like to make a pledge, or
call Amy Dingledine at 5300663. Gift Certificates are
awarded to teams who raise a
substantial amount of money.
Any Gift Certificate given to the
Fontbonne team will either be
given back to the Diabetes Foun
dation as pledge money, or will
be given to The College as a gift.
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A season of Hail Mary's pays off for women's volleyball team
by Gina Cuccio
Co-Sports Editor

on September 17. With a com
fortable lead, Michelle Oldani
began using her jump serve,
which the Stephens defense
found hard to handle. Jenny
Keuss led the offense with nine
kills in 13 attempts. But in the
last play, defensive specialist
Carlson, playing front row stra
tegically placed her hit in a hole
for the game winning point.
The women suffered the second of their SLIAC losses
against Maryville University.
Pam Frazier was able to sneak
a tip through the Maryville de
fense, earning a side out. Al
though Fontbonne played a
close game, hitting errors and
receiving errors determined the
status of the game.

ris Stowe State College. To Webster defense off guard and
gether Kathy Diekmann and earned a point for Fontbonne.
Dierker put a stop to Harris Strong hitting by Keuss who
Stowe's offense with a timely had 14 kills as well as tight
block that resulted in a side blocking by Dierker and
out. A powerful swingby Jones Hauschild also contributed to
put a spin on the ball, which the win.
made it impossible to return by
Two serving aces for Frazier
the opposing defense. In the in the first game against
third game the women shut out Blackbum College contributed
the opposition 15-0 to clench to the first 15-3 victory. Melissa
the match.
Poldan averaged a .5 hitting
The team played an offen percentage in the second game
sive game against Hannibal after three of her attempts at
LaGrange College. In the first the net resulted in kills. The
game Carlson retired from the women found themselves
serving line with three aces. down in the third game but a
With a combined hitting per crucial dig by Diekmann en
centage of .444, Fontbonne abled a side out from which
dominated the net. Minimal Appal regained the lead.
receiving errors and 66 digs
On October 2, the women

After warm-up, the volley
ball team huddles to pray the
Hail Mary before the game. The
recognition of the Blessed Vir
gin might have contributed to
their current record of 12-6. Or
perhaps it's the team's new re
cruits, which compliment the
veteran's experience and vice
versa. Whatever the cause,
there is reason to expect a suc
cessful season.
In the first St. Louis Inter
collegiate Conference (SLIAC)
match-up, the women faced off
against Greenville College on
September 9.
Penny
Lindwedel, in her only SLIAC
competition of the season, pro
vided the team a side out with
a slice down the middle.
Lindwedel fractured her right
hand in practice and is sitting
out the rest of the season. Be
cause she played in less than
four games, she will be able to
return next season with one
more year of eligibility.
The team played the following
evening
against
MacMurray College on a high
from their previous victory.
Early in the first game, Erin
Dierker by-passed the block for
a point sending April Carlson
to the serving line so the team
could increase their lead. The
towering presence of Amy
Hauschild at the net stopped
MacMurray's repeated at
tempts at scoring. With strong
hitting and nearly perfect pass
ing, the women were able to
win in three games.
The schedule for this season
allows for more away games
than home games, but the home
crowd did not disappoint on
Septemberl4. The women
Amy Hausechild and Jen Keuss prepare to make a pass for setter Pam Frazier in a disappointing lose to Westminister.
played their first home game
against Principia College in photo by Laurie Christine Sitzes
front of a large crowd. In the
first game, Jenny Appal came
Putting the past behind provided the starting point for traveled to Terra Haute Indiana
up with an impressive nine them, the team pursued the St. the aggressive offense the team to compete in the Rose- Hulman
digs. Thirty-three kills by the Louis College of Pharmacy Eu- plarmed to run.
Institute of Technology tri meet.
team in combination with 43 tectics on September 19.
In the game against
Evidence of the three and a
digs werg enough to sweep the Amanda Tinney's dig provided Lindenwood, Beth Frey used half-hour bus ride at 6:30 on
opposition.
Frazier with a perfect pass, the opponent's height to her ad Saturday morning appeared in
Against defending league which she set outside for Jones vantage, reflecting the ball off the team's sluggishness on the
champs, the Westminster Blue to rip down the line. In the the Lionblock outofbounds for court in the first game against
Jays, the team suffered a diffi third game the women had dif a side out. The Griffins played Rose-Hulman. Poor passing
cult defeat. The women were ficulty returning the serve and a closer third game, maintain did not allow the offense to get
victorious in the first game lost 10-15. Because of competi ing a tight defense, but the ef off the ground. By the second
thanks to six successful offen tive play in the fourth game, fort was not enough to beat the game, though, the team had re
sive attacks by Camille Jones. especially five kills by nationally ranked competition covered. Appal dove for one
However, the momentum Hauschild, the women were that won 15-4,15-3, and 15-9.
dig and immediately hit the
changed in the second game. able to emerge with a victory.
The Lady Griffins experi ground for another after the
Defensive and offensive errors
On Saturday, September 25, enced their first victory in seven Engineers returned a hit. Un
proved costly in the end.
the women played in a quad years against the Webster fortunately serving errors in the
Even though there was a ten tournament at Lindenwood Gorlocks on September 16. In final points of the third game
dency to play at a level lower University, placing second be the first game, the ladies rallied resulted in another loss. Rally
than their potential, the team hind the division II host.
back from a six-point deficit to scoring determined the out
pulled off a victory against
The women began the take the first game. An unex come of the fifth game and
Stephens College in47 minutes Lindenwood meet against Har- pected tip by Frazier caught the Fontbonne experienced no dif

ficulty in winning by a score of
15-3.
The second match the team
played was against Lake Land
Community College. Afterrun
ning out of substitutions,
Dierker normally an offensive
player, rotated to the back row.
At the serving line, she had two
consecutive aces. She contin
ued with deep serves, which
brought the team back from a
three-point deficit to regain the
lead.
In their second meeting
with Maryville, the team
played a closer match, winning
two of the five games. The fifth
game was determined by rally
scoring. The two teams vol
leyed back and forth vying for
the final two-point lead needed
to clench the match, but luck
was not in the Lady Griffins
favor. With only one point
separating them from victory,
Appal served what appeared
to be an ace. The line judge
called the ball "in." The official
however, overruled the call,
giving Maryville another op
portunity at victory. The final
score was Maryville 23,
Fontbonne 21.
Against Greenville College
on October 7, the team re
minded their opponents of their
previous encounter at the be
ginning of the season. In the
second game the women were
able to overcome a 1-7 point
deficit to eventually win the
game. Limited offensive and
defensive errors contributed to
a victory in three games.
As of October 12, the women
are ranked third in the confer
ence, an improvement on last
year7s fourth place. The team
played their Homecoming
game against Webster Univer
sity on October 14. Other up
coming matches include away
games against Blackbum Col
lege on October 19 and Principia
CollegeonOctober21. Theteam
will compete in a Chicago tour
nament against other division
III schools and finish out the
season on October 26 against
MacMurray College.
The team will continue to
pursue the opposition in the
remaining competition, but
though the game demands in
tense practice and dedication,
the women do not lose sight of
the enjoyment they get from the
sport and playing with other
talented athletes. On the way
home from the September 17
game at Stephens College
Carlson had this to say about
her solo attack of the game, "I
just want to take this opportu
nity to thank everyone who con
tributed to my kill."

